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To advertise 
your latest products! 

Ring Coleen or Bs 

01-437 1002 NOW! 

Fry on 

Terminal Software has brought 
out a Commodore 64 game that 
two can play. Called Super 
Dogfight, it’s a version of the ar- 
cade game where you take part in 
a duel between two World War | 
air aces, and features a 
\wraparound screen. 
Terminal Software, 28 Church 
Lane, Prestwich, Manchester 
M25 SAJ 

ooo 
Seven Stars Publishing says its 
Gener-80 is one of the fastest 
assemblers running on a Z80 
system. Now available for the 
Nascom range, the company says 
it runs at about 500 lines a second 
at 4MHz. It has a full-screen 
editor which checks lines for syn- 
tax and label-definition errors as 
they are typed in and generates 
semi-assembled source code. 
Tape and manual cost £9.95 in- 
cluding post. 
Seven Stars Publishing, 15 
Gloucester Ave, London NWI 
7AU 

ooo 
Thorn EMI's October software 
releases include two cartridges for 
the VIC-20 and two for the Atari 
400/800, For the VIC, there’s 
Tank Commander and Mine 
Madness, which will sell for 
around £19.95. And for the 
Atari, Carnival Massacre and 
Killer’ Climb will cost around 
£24.95, 
Thorn EMI, Upper Saint Mar- 
tin’s Lane, London WC2 

ooo 
B &R’s Power Cleaner surge sup- 
pressor plug is claimed to protect 
your computer equipment from 
990% of mains power surges, and 
to reduce the interference from 
household equipment such as 
vacuum cleaners. Costing £10, it 
can be fitted instead of an or- 
dinary mains plug. 
B & R, Temple Fields, Harlow, 
Essex CM20 2RG 

oooga 
Mikrogen is about to launch a 
bumper batch of 14 new action 
games for the Spectrum. They 
will include wargames, a graphics 
adventure called SAS Assault, 
and some family games including 
Darts and Knockout, a complex 
version of Shove Halfpenny. The 
16K games will cost £5.95 and the 
48K games £6.95. 
Mikrogen, 1 Devonshire Cot- 
tages, London Road, Bracknell, 
Berks RG12 2TG 
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a7 rT 
Why is he looking so pleased? 
Find out in our show report on 
pages 10 and 11 

Just a few weeks after the 
Microdrive, Sinclair launches the 
Spectrum Interface 2. Our de- 
tailed review is on page 42 

Tansoft: Meet the man behind 
the name on page 18 
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LLAMASOFTI!! NEW NEW NEW NEW 
ANOTHER REMARKABLE GAME 
FOR THE 

UNEXPANDED VIC-20! 

< be 374 

METAGALACTIC LLAMAS 
BATTLE AT THE EDGE OF TIME) 
A fast and original game for the unexpanded VIC. Challenging and colourful, 
with good sonics and a unique game action and design, this promises to be the 
most exciting new 3.5K VIC game since the introduction of GRIDRUNNER 
nearly a year ago. 

LLAMSOFT!! Computer 
Software 

Dept: 49 Mount Pleasant, Tadley, Hants RG26 6BN 
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from front page 

Peter Harding, Oric’s sales boss 
it they have got enough stock to 
meet demand. Basically it’s a 
tidying-up operation. 

Mr Muncaster said two or 
three software houses had seen 
samples because Oric was 
endeavouring to ensure existing 
sofiware would not be affected. 

He said: “We don’t want to 
give anyone any nasty surprises 
like Sir Clive did.” 

This was a reference to series 
three Spectrums which affected a 
few machine code programs rel 

A computerised golf driving 
system based around the BBC 
micro has won 16-year-old 
Richard Mackman a prize in this 
year’s Young Engineer for Bri- 
tain competition. 

As winner of the 16-17 year age 
group, Richard receives £150 and 
attrip (o Europe to see computers 
being used in industry 

Richard, who is a student at 
Garforth Comprehensive, Leeds, 
started the project last summer as 

From front page 
and Good Housekeeping is part 
of the National Magazine Com- 
pany which also publishes 
Cosmopolitan, Company, 
Harpers & Queen and She. 

Roger Barrett, who is 
publishing director of Ebury 
Software as well as a director of 
National Magazine, said: “There 
are more microcomputers in 
homes in the UK than anywhere 
else in the world. 

“We believe that there is a big 
demand for quality software, and 
that’s why the National Magazine 
Company has decided to move 
into the software market. 

“Later programs will cover a 
wide range of subjects, and will 
be linked to our major publica- 
tions.”” 
National Magazine Company, 72 
Broadwick Street, London W1V 
2BP 

ing on unpublished features of 
the computer. 

Oric’s sales boss Peter Harding 
said the company would be laun- 
ching a new computer in late spr- 
ing. It would have a typewriter- 
style keyboard and 64K of RAM, 
37K useable in high-resolution 
mode and 47K in standard mode. 

He said: “It’s going to be the 
Electron-Commodore 64 
basher."” 

Oric’s modem, costing 
£50-£70, was nearly finished and 
its 3in disc drive would follow at 
about £200. 

He believes that, following 
games, the next phase of com- 
puter ‘sales in large numbers 
would be for uses like home 
banking, electronic mail, 
telesoftware and teleshopping. 

Tansoft has now taken over 
Oric’s mail order operation. 
© Orichas been voted best home 
computer by a panel of 25 jour- 
nalists in France — 35,000 have 
been sold there. The Spectrum 
needs an add-on to work on the 
French TV system; the Oric does, 
not. More than 70 per cent of 
Oric sales are overseas. 
Oric Products International, 
Coworth Park, London Rd, 
Ascot, Berks SL's 

Micro project 
wins award 

part of his O-level Technology 
course 

He said: “Because the project 
was going to last a year, I wanted 
to do something that interested 
me. My two hobbies are golf and 
computers, so I though of an idea 
that brought them both together. 

“I was really thrilled and sur- 
prised to win, because the other 
projects were so good.” 

Using a network of sensors 
linked up to the BBC micro, 
Richard’s system times the flight 
of a golf ball from the tee into a 

practice net, and then calculates 
how far the ball went, the angle of 
the shot and the ball’s initial 
velocity. 

He wrote the entire control 

program himself, and did most of 
the design. Teachers helped him 
to construct the special circuits 
and computer interface. 

Now he’s proved that the basic 

idea of using a computer to 

calculate a golfball’s trajectory 
can work, Richard hopes that a 
commercial company will 
develop the system further so that 
it could be used in golf training. 

Richard himself will be kept 
pretty busy from now on doing 
five A-levels — in maths, further 
maths, physics, chemistry and 
‘general studies. 

Eventually he hopes to either 
go into computing, or become a 
pilot. 

Bungied 
burglary 

The bad news is that Micromega. 
was burgled the other week — the 
good news is that the burglars 
didn’t know what they were do- 
ing. 

Manager Neil Hooper 
“They came in through an 
upstairs window. They ignored 
our expensive software develop- 
ment system — and picked up a 
48K Spectrum, leaving behind 
the power supply 

“The police think they pro- 
bably kids, but they can’t have 
been computing kids or they'd 
have known what to take. If 
they'd had any taste, they'd have 
taken some copies of our latest 
program, Luna Crabs.”* 

Micromega has now called in 
the security experts to make sure 
they don’t have a second break- 
in, 

Meanwhile, if you should 
come across a 48K Series 2 Spe 
trum, serial number 001-106604, 
minus a power supply, the 
Lavender Hill police would like 
to hear from you 

“The police think they were 
probably kids, but they can’t 

printed to a width 
careful 

details 

you could be 
on our pages 
We welcome programs articles and tips from 

our readers. 

PROGRAMS should, If possible, be computer 
Of 48 characters (use a 

new ribbon) and/or sent on cassette. Check 
that they are bug-free. Include 
what your program does, how it 

works, variables you have used and hints on 
conversion. 

ARTICLES on using home com 
be no longer than 2,000 wo! 
about your writing abilit 
to the style in HCW. Artic! 
published will help our readers make r 
use of their micros by giving useful ideas, 
possibly with programming examples. we 
will convert any sketched illustrations into 

finished artwork. 

have been computing kids or 
they'd have known what to take. 
If they’d had any taste, they'd 
have taken some copies of our 
latest program, Luna Crabs. 

Silly Software is making its 
market dubut with a Dragon pro- 
gram that has what is probably 
the first ever 3D packaging. 

Nestling in every cassette box is 
a pair of those red and green gog- 
gles, which cinema fans may 
remember from such films a They 
Came From Outer Space. Put the 
glasses on, and you should be 
able to see the cassette insert in 
three dimensions, 

The program itself is called 
Movie Producer. 

First you have to. sell your 
script — and then the fun really 
begins. 

Movie Producer has music, 
graphics, and according to Silly 
Software, ‘a theoretrical 25 
billion levels of play.”” 

All this for only £7.95 
Silly Software, 61 Thornhill, 
‘North Weald, Epping, Essex 

uters should 
Is. Don't worry 

— just try to keep 
most likely to be 

TIPS are short articles, and brief 
programming routines which we can put 
together with others. Your hints can aid 

other computer users. 

Competitive rates are paid. 

Keep a copy of your submissions and include 
an SAE if you want them returned. Label 
everything clearly and give a daytime and 

home phone number If you can. 

Paul Liptrot, Home Computing week 
Charing Cross Road, London WC2H 

145 
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Free yourself from me. ndnook 

STC ROGUES 
The KEYPLATES To make it easy! 
‘Microguide KEYPLATES fit neatly over your computer keys» Gives you an easy to 
read list of commands + Alphabetically arranged for immediate access Placed 

‘aactly where you require it as part of your computer keyboard. The Keyplates, 
made of durable plastic, have space for function key notes + ‘Clean-wipe'pen for 

function key identity is supplied + 

ER Oe 0 Oe 
eras Vic20 £895 

Special introductory offer! 
SH ‘now and you will receive a FREE copy of “Error messages DRAGON 32 £8-95 
and how to deal with them: COMMODORE 64 £9.95 

BBC A&B MICRO £9:95 

(CHEQUES OR POSTAL ORDERS WITH ORDERS TO 

MICRO GUIRES 
XS St.,James House, 105-113 THE BROADWAY, EALING,LONDON,W13 SBL 

FoR THE DRAGON 32 wi For full details of these. and othe NK 
FROG-HOP: This version of the popular titles, please conrach: either: 
ey sae | oe we, ant hi-res Bamesy sorrwace /PCS iste BLTIO 

fasr movi LEVER BURGH (UIT lo SCOTS) BROOK 

reese: EIS” eo HAeeis 

GALACTIC SLUGS: Sneaky, slimy, Te: O€s 982313 eh a3: re tere fir O2S, C4a2I! 
ter veut Qigerdons cess peel ZAIN INSNUAS RENE ONUNUNEINER 
Machine code ard hi-res, Paice: E115  FORTME Th99/ le A 

¢ : NS SARGASSO SEcrTo} Lea space 

EORTHE E SPECTRUM aR pod thar us damages beyonel repair —witha twit 
will you an land, or blow it te into — all yo yeuicen aes) a ieee Petia 

little pieces? nics. Beice: fo.50 ll that's lePrr is Pesce: £1.71 
CHARACTER CENERATOR: A vara Music Macuinme: Play’ with Texas 

useful progra: a ron allows, 
sound. Thre uses the chords, and 

7 aes, shows you which enes you' ‘te ene, piished 

Socest an can be Pieces Dp music can 8 saved o pe Sel 
ved and Usain yore oun Bames. Used in your awn programs, PRICE: £1.75, 
acl instroction manual, SeicZ:£8-45 NODRUG's QvEST A 3-D adventre 

ma — resce the Princess andioved 

‘CRTHE ORIc 3. VTE-Si2e Minz; there's two pay is 

Econo Comp: At lasta compiles, shat will ne Freie PRicé: EB.uS 

gour BASIC (a ote to near "s de ee oe he Sodeodede 

mic Pe tevels An excallenrinvoducton +0 For bal conch Cocos (one 

Compilers andl machine cacte , T-Come is appreciated), Reais adoitesses above. 
Complere with full iastucton manva( aA etdess ahenaceteuaee: 

Paice: £12.95 enclose achesue of Postal Ordes. 

Beth Bamby Software and PLS. are. members of the.Computer Trace Association, 
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Alien 
activity on 
your micro 

Read on for a rundown of 
some action games set in 

space 





To really fire your imagination, H.U.R.G. includes @ 
three to-play fast-action arcade games, ready: 
created using H.U.R.G. 

WIN 

Each month up until February 1984, three prizes 
will be awarded every month = 6 @ 

forthe best games of themonth _9@ 
Atthe end, the best game willwin .@ 

‘a grand prize of £3,000 . EX 
YOU could be a famous : 

designer! Every entrant has the 

earning royalties. 
A Detals ofthe competion 9) 

are available with 

Signature 

Postcode 

H.U.R.G. will be officially released at the end of October. Get your order in now, and resery 
your copy so that you can be among the first with this revolutionary software! 
‘Access orders can be telephoned through on our 24-hour ansafone (01) 858 7397. 



Teenagér Paul Holmes, who 
started computing two years ago 
with a ZX81, made his debut as 
Timescape. 

He showed his first — and, so 
far, only — product, a 
shoot-'em-up game called Wild 
West Hero, priced at £5.90 for 
the 48K Spectrum, 

But Paul, 16 and author of 
Spectrum Machine Code Made | 
Easy, plans to bring out a new 
tape every three weeks. 

‘Spanish company Indescomp 
showed its range of add-ons for 
Sinclair computers, all housed in 
glossy black boxes. 

They include typewriter-style 
keyboards for the Spectrum and 
ZX81 at £42.95 and £39.95, 
RAMpacks and interfaces. The 
Domestic Controller (£37.75) for 
the Spectrum has four outputs 
and inputs to control alarms, 
lights, heating and so on. 

Two new speech units chat- 
tered away to visitors. 

‘Currah’s Microspeech, at 
£29.95 for the Spectrum with a 
free tape, works through the TV 
speaker, voices all the keys — so 
B says “bee, ENTER says 
“enter" — and uses allophones. 
This means “hello” is typed in as 
“he(11)(00)"". Intonation is 
created by mixing upper and 
lowercase letters 

Type ‘n' Talk, priced at 
£171.35 by Namal, connects to 
the RS-232 or RS432 printer port 
of any computer, although it was 
demonstrated on a It 

S any text using ASCII 
acters and delay, inflation 

‘and volume can be controlled 
Inside is a Votrax SCOIA 

speech chip, 280 processor, an 
8K EPROM and 2K of RAM. 

Bug-Byte showed Old Father 
c adventure for the 

same for the Com- | 
modore 64, written by Nick | 
Strange, 24, author of its pool | 

It’s called Kick Off, | 
£5.95 and uses two 

With 28 more titles out, or due 
soon, Romik has programs for a 
total of 10 home computers, in- 

(RNS eater: 

Once more HCW brings you a 
Cee etave mcm tenor. 

Paul Liptrot talked to 
exhibitors and examined the 

new products at the PCW show 

cluding newcomers like the Elec- 
tron and the Commodore 64. 

Richard Paul Turner's In- 
terceptor Micros had four new 
Commodore 64 programs, with 
another this week, all priced at 
£7, There is also one each for the 
VIC-20 and Lynx and his first, 
Cuddly Cubert, for the Spec- 
trum, Price: £5 

Publishers were at the show in | 
strength. Interface has 14 new 
titles, John Wiley showed a new 
range and Heinemann had four 
ew software titles for education. 

Melbourne House launched its 
High resolution User-friendly 
Real-time Games designer — 
thankfully abbreviated to HURG 

— which is due on sale at £14.95 
forthe Spectrum, from the begin- 
ning of next month 

It was to be called the Games 
Designer, until Quicksilva 
brought out a program with that 
name (same price, (00). 

Gerry Rose, who parted with 
Romik and set up Phoenix, said 
his twin-pack games gave top 
value at £9.99. Each pack is the 
size of a video cassette and con 
tains two tapes, an arcade game 
and and adventure. The arcade 
game has to be cracked before 
you can play the adventure. The 
first, Death Mines of Sirus, for 
the Dragon, is out now and more 
follow in the next few weeks for 
the 64, VIC-20 and Spectrum. 

Spanish Spectrum — Valle Carmona, a secretary at Madrid-based 
Indescomp, with her company’s glossy black add-on keyboard 
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TY says its modified 
Grundig sets give high definition 
for computers as well asswitching | 
back easily to programme view- 
ing. A 14in colour TV costs £261 
or your own TV can be converted 
for £50, plus return carriage. 
Virgin is adding 12 new games 

next month, bringing its total to 
36. The new titles are for the 
Spectrum, Commodore 64 and 

-99/4A. 
Acorn Computers played the 

Brandenburg concerto through 
nine BBC micros — each with 
three musical voices — to 
demonstrate its Econet network. | 
The Electron was also on show. | 

A console for the Oric holds 
the computer along with a] 
notepad, cassette recorder, pens | 
and cassettes with space fora TV. | 
It's by Express Computers) 
(Rugby). 

Crystal's three new games for 
the Spectrum include a tank bat- 
le called Rommel's Re 
(£6.50) and Anirog also brought 
‘out three titles, two for the 64, 
‘and one for the VIC-20, plus 16K, 
called Skramble, similar to the 64 
version (£7.95). 

Microdeal brought out the se- 
cond and third in its Dragon 
series featuring the Cuthbert 
‘character (£8 each). 

Pinball Arcade, at £10.35 for 
the BBC from Kansas, has six dif- 
ferent tables from which to 
choose, flippers” and control 
‘over the ball firing spring. 

Micro-Aid’s French Abroad 



trum Computer Bridge (£8.95) is 
due in mid-November 

Llamasoft’s Jeff Minter show- 
ed his latest VIC-20 game, 
Metagalactic Llamas Battle at the 
Edge of Time. The game, in- 
cluding its lengthy title, fits 
the VIC-20's standard 34K. And 
there was a demonstration of 

Revenge of the Mutant Camels, 
for the Commodore 64 and plan- 
ned for December release. 

Fuller, whose FDS Keyboard is 
now available for the Spectrum, 
ZX8I, Oric and Jupiter Ace, has 
the Laser 2000 computer on sale 
for £39.95 until November 1. The 
company’s Amp-stick has 
speaker, amplifier and joystick 
controller in one unit for the 
Spectrum (£19.95). 

Ten games for the Sharp 700 
were launched by Kuma. 

From Shards comes a 90K 

graphic adventure — it loads in 
three parts — called Pettigrew’s 
Diary. It costs £7.95 and runs on 
the Dragon. Shards had three 
more new Dragon titles and one 
for the BBC to teach maths. 

CDS, with new titles due for 

Spectrum and Oric later this 
month, previewed the first of its 
educational range for the 48K 
Spectrum, language programs to 
help with French and German at 
£5.95. Maths follows next 
month. 

cian, 
wrote 

latest. VIC-20 game, 
Bewitched (£5.50). The com- 
pany’s Arcadia title is being laut 
ched shortly for the Commodore 
64. 

Softek added to its range for 
the Oric and Spectrum and plans 
releases for the Electron and the 
Commodore 64. Its new IS Com- 
pi Compiler, both for 
the Spectrum, are £9.95 and 
£19.95 respectively. 

The first six of a range of 
educational programs — for the 

spectrum and 64— isto be 
ed by Pilot Software City 

early next year. Managing d 
tor Kelvin Robinson said they 
would be for six-11-year-olds 
with the emphasis on involve- 
ment. 

Oric software specialists Tan- 
soft brought out two new games, 
including Rat Splat (£7.95) in 
which you have to chase a rat and 
thump it. Until Christmas Tan- 
soft is selling the 16K Oric by mail 
order at a cut-price £79.95. 

Dragon said that there were 26 
new software titles for its com- 
puter and that the 64K model 
would be out in mid-November. 
Microcomputer Resources has 
Prestel interface for the Dragon 
32 to display green and black or 
white and black. A Viewdata col- 

the BBC include a Christmas 
game called Beebaclaus (£6.95). 

BBC Pi ns and Atari 
showed their new titles, including 
Atari's race game cartridge, Pole 
Position (£29.99). 

Where to find them 
Timescape, 8A Dighy Rd, Sutton 
Coldfield, West Midlands 
Indescomp, P. Castellana, 179, 1. 
Madrid 16 (phone for UK stockists 
(27931 05) 
Currah, Graythorp Industrial 
Estate, Hartlepool, Cleveland S25 
2DF 
Namal, 153-154 East Rd, 
Cambridge 
Bug-Byte, Canning Place, Liverpool 
LI SJB 
Bubble Bus, 87 High St. Tonbridge, 
Kent 
Audiogenic, P.O. Box 88, Reading, 
Berks 
Basicare, 12 Rickett St, London 
SW6IRU 
Romik, 24 Church St, Slough, 
Berks SLI IPT 
Interceptor, Lindon House, The 
Green, Tadiey, Hants 
Interface, 44-46 Earls Ct Rd, 
London W8 6EJ 
John Wiley, Baffins La, Chichester, 
W. Sussex 
Melbourne House, 224 Stanley Rd, 
Teddington, Middx 
Quicksitva, 13 Palmerston Rd, 
Southampton, Hants SOI ILL 
Llamasoft, 49 Mount Pleasant, 
Tadley, Hants 
Fuller, 17 Sweeting St, Liverpool 2 
‘Kuma, 11 York Rd, Maidenhead, 
Berks 
‘Shards, 189 Eton Rd, lord, Essex 
1G12UQ 
CDS, 10 Westfield C1, Tickhill, 
Doncaster, S. Yorks DNII 9LA 
Imagine, $ Sir Thomas St, 
Liverpool L1 6BW 
Softek, 329 Croxted Rd, London 
SE24 
Pilot, 32 Rathbone Pl, London 
WIP IAD 
Tansoft, 
€B7 4N 
Dragon, Kenfig Industrial Estate, 
Margan, Port Talbot, W. Glam 
SA13 2PE 
Microcomputer Resources, ! Branch 
Rd, Park St Village, St Albans, 
Herts 
Sofispot, 29 South Cres, Prittlewell, 
Southend, Essex SS26TB 
BBC Pubiications, 35 Marylebone 
High St, London W1 
Atari, Railway Terrace, Slough, 
Berks SL2 SBZ 
Phoenix Software, 116 Marsh Rd, 
Pinner, Middx 
Kelwood, Downs Row, Moorgate, 
Rotherham S60 2HD 
Kingsley TV, 40-42 Shields Rd, 
Neweastle-upon-Tyne 
Virgin, 61-63 Poriobello Rd, 
London WII 3DD 
Acorn, Fulbourne Rd, Cherry 
Hinton, Cambridge CBI 4IN 
Express, 83 High St, Hillmorton, 
Rugby, Warwicks CV21 4HD 
Crystal, 2 Ashton Wy, Sunderland 
SR33RX 
“Anirog, 29 West HI, Dartford, 
Kent DAI 2EL 
Microdeal, 41 Truro Rd, St Austell, 
Cornwall PL2S SJE 
Kansas, Unit 3, Sutton Springs Wd, 
Chesterfield, Derbys 
Micro-Aid, 25 Fore St, Praze. 
‘Camborne, Cornwall TRI4 OX 
Abrasco, The Grange Barn, Pikes 
End, Eastcote, Middx HAS 2EX 

Club Mews, Ely, Cambs 

FOR FIRST 
TIME USERS... 
A new series of books which 
introduce newcomers to the most 

lely used micros in the 
marketplace. 

The books assume absolutely no knowledge about 
computers and the reader is shown even the most 
fundamental operations such as “switching on” 
and “loading a program”. The books lead the 
reader through simple programming and then onto 
graphics, with several programs which show how 
to achieve pictures and even animation. The 
books contain a number of specially written 
programs which show the full potential of these 
machines. 

“The text is liberally supported by all manner of useful 
diagrams and illustrations (including many black and 
white photographs of the screen). The overall 
presentation is excellent. The printing, setting out and 
listings are clear and positively invite the reader to 
have a go. EDUCATIONAL COMPUTING 

£5.95 
(incl. postage) 

ORDER FORM I 
READ-OUT BOOKS AND SOFTWARE 
8 Forge Court, Reading Road, | 
Yateley, Camberley, Surrey GU17 7AX 

24 hour answering service Tel (0252) 873373 
Name. £ 

Address. 

NOW AVAILABLE 
Please send me.......copy/ies all at £5.95 each 
Inch postage & packing. (Alow 14 days or delivery) 

earning 
‘Learning to Use the 2X Spectrum 
‘Learning to Use the Apple Ile 
‘Learning to Use the Commodere 64 
Learniag to Use the VIC-20 Computer 

Make cheques payable to Newtech Publishing Ltd 

enclose my cheque for 
Please debit my Access 0 OCECEOIErEr 

ron EN ir 
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VIC-20 PROGRAM 

your last chance to 
escape from the haunted 

This is the last part of Hallowe’en 
and is similar to parts two and 
three in that there are 10 rooms. 
But this time there aren't any 
irs to find — you must just get’ 

mansion. 
you missed the earlier 

paris, this listing will work 
without the others. 

Hallowe'en is a text adventure 
for the VIC-20 with an extra 3K 
of RAM. You have several com 
mands: 

Examine 
Look 
Go 
Get 
Drop 
Shoot 
Feed 

The information on where you 
are in the mansion is set out like 
this 

HALLOWEEN 

You are ina 
dark room 

VISIBLE EXITS: N W 

You can see 
Cat 
Dog 

What now? 
You then enter what you want 

to do next. For example, you 
could type “Examine dog”. If 

How it works 
20-135 print information about 

200-300 check for examine 
300-400 check for NE Sor W 
400-500 check for Look 
500-600 check for Get 
600-700 check for Drop 
800-900 check for other 

mands 
9000-9070 print 

stand etc 
9400-9490 press any key 
9500-9585 print well done ete 
10000-10090 search for AS 
40000-40280 initialise 

Variables 
14 & RFOR loops 
AS all GETs 
NMS your command 
F(1to 10) flags 
CA to 10) what you are carry 

ing 
1(1 to 20) where the things are 
IS(I to 20) what items there are 
NO the number of items 
RO the room you are in 

Concluding our text adventure 
for the VIC-20, plus 3K of extra 
RAM. Alan Blackham, who wrote 
Hallowe'en, has made sure you 
can play this part even if you 
missed the last two issues of 
Home Computing Weekly 

246 ROMu:00TO 24 
380 PRINT?MI CANT 00 “As 

42 READ RENE, SM 
43 ext 
52 PRINTRS 

TORO. 
62 1F NOR 
64 IF E08 
66 IF S08 
72 PRINT PRINT 
75 PRINT? YOU CAN SEE IP 

Tow (I20RO OR Ct 

DECI 
THEN PRINTS 

HOO THEN PRINTSN © 

aed 

PRINT=ey00 
ect “Ct 
REN wanna © 
IF BO"OET 

R008 THE 
(08 T 

Nome FC) 
NOD= KEY, 

0070 28 
TF NCO"OET 
TF ROOL THO 
IF FQ)OR Th 

24e Next 
245 PRINT 

0 TH PI 
Nownoe1 Fa) 

70 28 

m9: AbeKEY" Fa8 08 FC F NNEO"S™ THEN 340 
F Sa0 THEN 360 
10=5:60TO 28 

PRINT MRTHERE 

you wanted to go north you 
would type "N’” and to find out 
what you are carrying enter 
“Look.” 

It’s a good idea to get a friend 
to type in lines 800-900 or you will 
learn how to escape. 

Hints on conversion 
This program should work on 

any micro with just a few altera- 
tions. The POKES are: 
POKE 36879, change screen 

‘colour 
POKE 36878,1 to 15 set volume 
POKE 36874 to 36877 sound 

channels 
POKE 198,0 clear. keyboard 

buffer 
SYS 64802 reset computer 

2 

THEN NEXT 3 
2,22) 

THEN S80 70 99 
niIDECIaCI) 3, 

GOsUB 9020:00T0 800 
61), 1 1)=°0°THENPRINT*MBU, CAN'T CARRY 

9020: 0070 28 

Mevn’T GOT 1T!*:90suB seze-00T0 20 1c1)=R0:00T0 28 
EDK FOR OTHER THINGS wanaee 
BOX"THEN 820. 

DN GOSUB 9800°00TD 20 HEN 22 
KEY UNDER THE BOK 

/720OR KEY": 1NOD* 
"00SuE 9400 

PICTURE THEN 690 
N 858 
HEN 22 PRINT*INR GUN FALLS FROM 
TCTURE | aH 

COSUE 9408 
ODL 18(NO)="1GUN/LOATE! 
NVEO"OPEN DOOR" THEN 880 
ROCIO THEN 842 

GOSUE 10008 
deo THEN PRINTR! 
Gosus seze:coTo ze 
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655 IF Feo THEN o4e SSE fecteoertooce orev eCapet coro 28 Sto IF wo"00 Doom THeN ese Gee Ir Pcayeo OR ROLE THEN PRINT-RL CANT VET!" /GOSUR $220 GOTO 2e S84 coro see ro Ir kworsvoor roxsteR-THEN 20 Sot iF mole Teh pronto Geer SEE 52, Fee nenvour- coeut 10008 S55: IF ee THEN PRINT VEUN'T GOT A GUN!" GOSUR Seze: GOTO 2e $5s Laciay—-onineteN tend" Fe fe coro 20 60 fen $55 TF mpeon1.ayer0er- TEN 22 S57 oosun S008 0070 20 So Stor Sooo REN senaan D0." WDERSTIND a0ee Sete patureat font fom seu 70 ee 
$220 FOR Tol 70 3 te tA tr Rome. 8-8 Size Fon Jei70 70 210 Soce PORE 96076 9:FEE 36877,7 

‘cosue seze-G0T9 2e 
ieee? IF nipecis 
1003e OseMtbactSCt).2, 3-2) 

TF OAs AD CO 

9050 NEXT J) DTA 
9060 POKE 36875, @:POKE 26877.0 Beta DIRTY 
3070 RETURN DATA PASSAGE. 
9400 REN aawane PRESS 8 KEY neuen 
‘9410 PRINT"Mas PRESS AY KEY 
3420 OETRS TFAS=""THEN 9420 
19490 POKE 96876 222 
9435 FOR Rei TD 102/NEXT R 
9440 PORE 36876,0 3490 RETURN 
‘9900 REN #¥enwe HCH Ho 
9510 PRINT'sam 
9512 PRINT = 
9515 PRINT" MOU ESC! 
9500 PRINT NeRaBUT YOU WON'T 10 

© FOE 1968 
DATA EXTRANCE,7,0,0,0 
EN wanene EAD OF DATA 
DATA END 
REN wanene Ser vsmrAne oF Tens 
REARS TFRSC)"END™ THEN 48202 

70.80 

DATA 1, 1PICTURE/ON THE FLOOR", 1, €0L.0¢ 
DATA 2.20008. 00rED 
DATA 3,@0008/LOCKED,9, 1BAT/DEAD 
DATA 4, 1SHOE BOUENPTY, 4, LSHELE/ENPTY 

‘5 LPREER BL 
S.eMaT sTAND/WoODEN 
\ OPENES/BROVEN, 7, @LLONT/SWITCHED OFF 

THE CORNER 

Fee sesre,8 POKESEETS © 
9560 Ate" xT 
9568 KeINT(RNDCL)#7>¢1 
5566 POKE 36876, 220 POKE 26876.0 

{CREMDRIVER/OLD 10, 60008 =D 

THE FABULOUS WANOA [AND THE SECRET OF LiFe ‘THE UNIVERSE AND EVERYTHING ‘COMMODORE 64 
‘An adult fantasy 
(game with Arcade Action Poor Gordon! His d Code for superfast action! 2001 Gordon! His drainpipes are blocked again and Superfast action ‘You are travelling far the only way to clear them isto drop barrets Gown Egbert works on the 

rom home looking or good _them. Gordon stands on the top of his root with S| production line at LEYSPACE: MimesaroundtmeUnverse, Bare When ine ae tars ha a one down ‘anon you are intercepted ‘oot. Press SPACE o drop through the root evi Brats of the Federation Accurately into the centre ofa drainpype and youl Brutus forces you to go and seek the Secret of Ut Score the number of points n the pipe, wi wil lett their 
the Universe and Everything -known only to the ‘Sartto fash, and Gordon wil get the barrel back for ‘Seadly Pets running wild in the workplace. Asif that 

‘another go. The barrel wil be fost the drops ‘wasn't enough, thoevilinvaders have forces Egbert Inaccurate, or into 9 Yotake care of on gina E99 il have thedogisn {tal consequences for poor Egbert Egberts now ‘on plecework. can he earn a decent wage? Can he 
jame in the Terminal with 3 credits left ‘even survive? WARNING! You may get an veer by 
(ow you arean your awn and you must decide how playing tis game, 
to préceed to Highswie Mainst vere'sasurprive nsiorebeiore yougetthenext SIX LEVELS OF SKILL ANYBODY WHO CAN 00 Vahous establishments to enter and Set of pipes tof LEVEL 6 SHOULD WRITE AND LET US KNOW! 
‘octes ‘SUPERSNAILS _ for 16K or 48K SPECTRUM ARITHMETICFUN-TIME for Ti99 Designed w Snails specially imported rom West Anca are Elementary addition, subtraction, multiplication 

Being keptin Dr. Van Winklenot = laboratory for ‘and division exercises providng valuable practice ‘as well a being very entertaining Notonly genetic experiments. The Doctor has turned ther "3 dnl for young chilren who are developing 
fave colours tobe metcrad in sequence but co- eta agupabreedof sal who now eave behind a their basse mathematica! sil, Ordination skills can be developed by mowing t Super glue thatmilltrap any sna touching Ses colour grapes and sounds to give a good eorrectcoloured OGLE tommaten a patter displayed : presentation with the sums appearing in iarge 
‘onthe sereen. Interest and amusement are provided ‘by the players. estape from their pens letters on a blackboard. Dy you ss Gordon having i contol you pet dog ‘nto the laboratory. Uniortunately. only one ofthe ‘The Computer plays back sums which the lath by guiding him to cotact the matching OGLE, Shails can escape from here nto the outecse world ithcolty with showing the chi the correct Hy it back and to drop tat the correct position. ‘without rasing the alarm. You must therelore rap Solutions. Uses the basic TI console ‘There aretwo levels of ia. Your opponent and then try to escape through the ee, easy levator the younger person. {mail door which wil then appear ‘professional evel fr the older person with play Features”. '* Fast Acton “100% Machine Code - Games Machine Lid, Business & Technology Centre, ‘against ihe clock and Wal of Fame, + Nine levels of aticuty ‘Bessemer Drive, Stevenage, Herts SG1 20% 

ILECOMPETITIONS ARE FUN! £8.95 595 + Keyboard or Joystick Contro! Telephone: (0438) 336561 
Pied Sd GS Sa ae ad ig 
enclose cheque PO. payable to GAMES MACHINELTO. fore _ WRB seno70: 
or cabin Acan/Sxcayend sexo, ARTEL? GAMES MACHINE LTD, 
Signer Business and Technology Centre, SUPERSWATS Business ands 
fa OGLES Pesan 

ARTHMETIC . eee a Herts S61 20% 
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SOFTWARE REVIEWS 

turn white and run 
ai this time 

anne pnts, and you Foret 

Hedges 
as bonus poi 
them bac! mire of Ine 

rematerialize 
spectrum maze 10 

re ees atime in NE 

oMfast.. The guar because your 

Micromega, 230-236. Lavender melt. 1 move fast ; 

Hill, London SW11 ILE maths now return to theif NO‘ 

being ae 

saher Pacman style game, but Ther are five levels of choice 

pee 
y 

(ple you to decide the 

one the le pearing 10 be. 3D te he. guardians 

The owing a ‘ 
ay hold the game 

our reviewers found
 their way | “icwte

cmeenee Eayanemes 
‘Your aim 

Found a selection OF maze” | smi’ Grate Slemeauimabe 
around the ‘On the way 

agg ae aN 

ami 
ae 

9 es 

you meet guardians whose job it that has ae a 
BOL 

you mes eet their domain from becomins 

imrude 
We 

USES. hace tives. You also instructions ose 

pee Nawot defence. Ineach —playebely 
gor 

ine maze les a” 4 
80% 

What hap ‘while the 

Magic worm 
Spectrum 

£4.95 because nothing Wa 

Lyndenhurst, 38, Ashley Road zing around Oe ened 

London N19 3AS Wrong — it became & 

You're a worm moving around the 
‘creer, leaving a trail as yOu 
The object is to catch targets 
you move 10 # displayed 
br to go straight 10 th One. probl 

pluebottle to move on tc 
using the tape an out-< 

N gor me down was (he an 
played when 

stage message appeared, which of 
nt reloading the tape 

Me = here are lols of blue course me 

1oeetS 1g be eaten for points, DU and starting agai ris 

Hert touch the white rocks oF 

oe of YOU IR A and Pens ie 
gue what's in there? More blue value for money 70 

Fiawers. Hf you manage this Part. 
The end is in sight. Press A to i ke kX! 

and you fall into a 

spurs you on 
fiat of maze 
is worth your 

jut this only 
Despite the 

his one 

60% 
instructions 

a) 

playability 
s0%0 

You're in 
sicard ples 

he way and ¥ 

xcellent 

colour 

ng figure. I 
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3 
Tansorr 

Our software is available from all Oric dealers and e 
most good software suppliers. In case of difficulty % 

please contact us on Teversham (02205) 2261 or write to us at: 

Tansor7y 
BS Gees /. bad | 

Unit 1 & 2, Techno Park, Newmarket Road, Cambridge 



Anyone for tennis? Just 

type in and serve... 
Step out onto the Centre Court How it works 
with ‘my tennis game (or ‘hc | i TTT Tce 

peo @7set up seren, Scor for both pl: 
dispiayedand thefirstoreach 1s} YOU joystick is the racquet 0-100 set racauet, ball varia 

110 draw right player's r 

Pihectsduessimomen,| When you play this tennis game Fa aa 
fast and normal, obtained by written for the Dragon by draw let player’ racquet 150 draw left player's racquet 
POKE commands, so remember 160 joystick variable 
to turn the computer off to clear 14-year-old John jams 170-180 if point scored GOTO 
the memory. ¢ routine 
Each time a point is scored the 200 check for win 

game halts until you press the 220-250 check bats n 
right joystick button to serve. oe ree J 

To make the game more 300-310 serve povtt scout 
challenging, you could add a B} 320-326/330-350 routines for win 
RND clement to the ball-bounce BF by right /left player routine or have bats of different . 
sizes. And the number of points > 
needed to win could be increased 310 Fe PEEK(65280) 11F Fu126 OR Fa254 THEN GOTO 40 
for a longer game. ELSE 310 

320 CLSS#PRINT*RIGHT PLAYER WON! !!!":PLAY*OSLEVSIA 
CACACCDEGA” 
325 PRINT@10+32, " ANOTHER GO(Y/N) 
THEN GOTO10 ELSE 326 
326 IF INKEY$=°N* THEN END ELSESZ5 
330 CLSSEPRINT*LEFT PLAYER WON!!! !* 
Caccpesa 
340 PRINT@15+S2," ANOTHER GOLY/N) “tIF INKEYS 
HEN GOTO10 ESLE?20 
350_IF INKEY#="N" THEN END ELSE 340 
5000 POKE SHFFDG,0: GOTOI6 

F INKEYS="y" 

PLAY"OSLEVSIA 
T 

CLS4:PRINT @13+32, "TENNIS"; 
PRINT@10+96, "BY J.WILLIAM S"; 
PRINT@B+128, "FAST OR NORMAL (F/N) 
IF INKEYS="F" THEN POKE &HFFD7, 0 

N" THEN GOTOSOOO 
IF INKEYS="" THEN GOTOL2ELSE 16 
PRINT@6+288, "PRESS (S) TO START"; 

CLSO:FORO=2 TO 30 1SET(63, 0, 2) :SET(O, 0,2) #NEXTO 
PRINT@13+0, ; "tenn: 
FOR R=oTO 63 
SET(R, 2, 2) #SET(R, 30, 2) 1NEXTR 

80 Ex16sR=59 
90 SeseD=14 
100 Xi= GtYie6sxI=20V T= 
110 SET(R,E, 5) SSET(R, E+1, 5) :SET(R, E+2, 5) 
120 PRINT@2+0, ;SCR; tPRINT@27+0, 37+ 
130 Y2=Vi+VIriF Y2=2 OR Y2=30 THEN YI= -YI=PLAY"LI 
50042086" :GOTO130 
140 X2=Xi+xItIF X2=58 AND Y2=€ OR X2=58 AND Y2=E+ 
1 OR X2=58 ANDY2=E+2 OR X2=4 ANDY2=D OR X2=4 AND 
Y2eD+1 OR X2=4 AND Y2=D+2THEN XI=-KI!PLAY"OSL 1SOVS 
1AAA" 
150 SET(S, D, 2) SET(S, D+, 2) :SETIS, D+2, 2) 
160. J¥=JOYSTK (0) tJK=JOYSTK (1) tJF=JOYSTK (3) 
170 IF X2)62 THEN SCL=SCLZ+1 :GOTO300 
180 IF X2(2THEN Z=2+1 :GOTO30O 
190 IF SCR=iS THEN GOTO 330 
200 IF 2=15 THEN GOTO320 
210 GOSUBZ70 
220 E=JKtIF E(ATHEN 
230 DeJFtIF D(3 THEN D=S. 
240 IF D)27 THEN D=27 

IF £)28 THEN E=27 
SET (X2, Y2, 8) RESET (X1, Y1) #X1=x2:¥1=¥2 
RESET (R, £) RESET (R, E+i) <RESET(R, E+2) 
RESET (S, D) :RESET(S, D+2) :RESET(S,D+1) 
RETURN 
PLAY" OSLEVS1ABGFEDC™ 

GOTOI10 



Throughout its short life, the 
Oric has been cursed by constant 
comparisons with the Spectrum. 
So it’s inevitable that Tansoft 
should find itself labelled as 
Oric’s answer to Psion, the soft- 
ware house that has worked 
closely with Sinclair. 

‘Though Tansoft and Oric Pro- 
dluct aretwo completely separate 
companies, Oric Products used to 
distribute’ all Tansoft’s _pro- 
grams, like Sinclair distributes 
Psion’s. Tansoft wrote the demo 
program that goes out with every 
Oric machine, as Psion wrote the 
Horizons tape for the Spectrum. 

Paul Kaufman, Tansoft’s 
managing director, is quite happy 
for such comparisons to be made 
and freely admits tht Tansoft is 
trying to fulfill Psion’s role in the 
Oric market. Indeed, the ideas 
for some of its forthcoming soft- 
‘ware releases come from Psion’s 
software for the Spectrum. 

But it should be said that Tan- 
soft and Oricare starting to assert 
their separate identities. Tansoft 

Tansoft: 
forging its 
own identity 

Tansoft and Oric grew out of 
the same comany, Tangerine, 
and still work closely together. 
But as managing director Paul 
Kaufman explained to Candice 

Goodwin, the two are 
becoming increasingly 

independent 

Cathie Burrell (left) and Paul Kaufman with Carolyn Groeneveld, Tansof 

is increasingly taking over the 
distribution of its software, leav- 
ing Oric to concentrate on hard- 
ware. And according to Paul, 
there’s no question of Oric telling 
Tansoft what to do. 

“There has to be giveand take. 
Oric makes suggestions about the 
kind of software it would like to 
see; for example, they've just 
released a printer, and they ap- 
proached ustodoademo tape for 
that. 
“And we always listen to their 

opinion on our software, though 
we don’t always take any notice 
—after ll, they’re hardware, not 
software specialists. For exam- 
ple, Oric thought our flight game 
was terrible because it wasn’t like 
Psion’s. But it’s our best seller.”” 

Tansoft originally grew out of 
the Tansoft Gazette, a magazine 
for Tangerine machine users set 
up by Paul. Tangerine, of course, 
was the company that first 
developed the Oric. 

‘Themagazine itself was started 

as part of the Tangerine customer 
services department which Paul 
joined the company to set up. 

“Prior to that”, he said, “I 
was a programmer at Shell for 
three years — I just bought a 
Microtan computer from 
Tangerine as a hobby. One day I 
‘went to a computer fair and met 
someone from Tangerine — I 
told them their customer support 
was appalling. A few weeks later, 
they rang me up and offered mea 
job.” 

The first programs Tansoft 
produced were for the Microtan. 
Then when the Oric came out, 
they started to concentrate’ on 
Oric software, as well as bringing 
out Oric Owner magazine which 
now incorporates the old Tansoft, 
Gazette. 
When Tansoft separated from 

Tangerine and became a com- 
pany in its own right, there wasan 
election to decide who the direc- 
tors should be. “It was very 
democratic’, said Paul. He 
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graphic designer 

became one of the directors, and 
the other is Cathie Burrell, who is 
in charge of administration and 
dealer contacts. 

The company currently has 
ight titles available. By the end 
of the year, Paul hopes to have 
25. Ultimately, his aim isto sell 40 
per cent games, 40 per_cent 
utilities and languages, and 20 per 
cent business software. 

A whole batch of new releases 
is planned for October. Among 
them are OricCalc, a spreadsheet 
program, Author, a word pro- 
cessor, a’ BASIC compiler and a 
version of the Pascal language. 
Among the games is Rat Splat, 
which could be one of the most 
tasteless pieces of software yet 
developed. 

Says Paul: “*You have a little 
man down a sewer, and he has to 
kill rats by hitting them with a 
hammer or poisoning them with 
an aerosol of poison gas. 

“But there's alsoalot of cheese 

down the sewer for the rats to eat, 
and the cheese fumes can build up 
and kill the man. There are also 
monsters lurking in the tunnels. 
It’s a really good game, with lots 
of sound effects.”” 

Sounds lovely. Paul is also keen 
to get into adventure games: “I 
think they're getting more 
popular, especially with older 
people.” One result of this is that 
‘Tansoft is now selling an Oric ver- 
sion of the best-selling Spectrum 
adventure game The Hobbit, 
specially written for the company 
by Melbourne House. 

Tansoft has also found a lot of 
interest in adventures from the 
Australian market. “We keep 
meaning to write an adventure 
game with kangaroos in it, just 
for them’, said Paul. 

“We'd also love to go into the 
educational market firstly when 
we understand it better ourselves 
and secondly when we have some 
good programs to sell.”” Tan- 
soft’s first educational offer- 
ings, also due out in October, are 
a series of language-teaching pro- 
grams developed by a doctor of 
psychology at Swansea universi- 
y. 

Though it won't be ready for 
the autumn, one of Tansoft’s 
programmersis also workingon a 
3D graphics program called Ori 
CAD, which according to Paul 
will be “our answer to Psion’s 
VU-3D”. 
A lot of Tansoft’s early pro- 

grams were written by Paul, who 
also helped to develop the Oric 
itself — he worked on the sound 
commands which are one of the 
machine's strong points in its bat- 
tle with the Spectrum. But the 
rapid expansion of Tansoft’s 
business through the increasing 
demand for Oric software (‘*just 
this month we've sold 100,000 
programs”) leaves him little time 
for programming now 
Tansoft uses about five 

freelance programmers, not all of 
whom are teenage, though Paul 
admits to poaching 17-year-old 
‘Andy Green from Quicksilvaand 
17-year-old John Marshall from 
PSS. 

‘Occasionally the company also 
uuses submitted software, but as 
Paul says, “We get at least half a 
dozen tapes a day, most of which 
are rubbish or unuseable. We get 
no end of copies of Mastermind 
and Centipede and Space In- 
vaders. Some people even type in 
listings from magazines and say 
they're their own — I wouldn’t 
mind so much, but sometimes 
they're from our own 
magazine.”” 

“But we're now turning down 
a lot of software we might have 
accepted a few months ago. 
We're trying to raise our stan- 
dards all the time. If people buy 
software and it’s no good, they 
won't come back again."” 



your life 

If you like running around 
mazes eating fruit, you'll love 
Alan Jarvis's Munchie game for 

any Spectrum 

100-48 sets up screen 
204 check to see if maze ise 

1100-15 ghost 
5000-15 end 
9000-2 O maze di 

end of the program should not be 
entered in graphics, mode, but 
should be entered as standard 
lower-case letters. 

Lines 19-24 POKE three 
machine code noises on to the 
graphics characters. Great care 
should be taken in entering the 

The Munchie is moved around | data; one wrong item could crash 
the maze using the cursor keys (5| the system. . 

You are the Munchietrappedina| to 8). The Hoonos are cat To test the noises, type RAND. 
maze with two evil Hoonos. | nivorous, so they must be avoid-| USR USR “A”, RAND USR 
Escape is impossible — your only | ed — uniess you can make your} USR “‘E”’, RAND USR USR 
aim is to survive. way toa power-star, which when | ‘I”” 

eaten will give you power over the 
2 FOR A=@ TO 256#3-1 Hoonos so you can eat them fora Variables 
9 POKE A+91891,PEEK (A+1S616) || bonusof500points. Butbewarn-| HITE 
& CET atsisa1-as6 oe ie. effects of a power star] IM 
& LET B=INT (Az2@s6) lon't fast long: L live 
? LET C=A-6#256 Once the dots below the} GANG 

8 POKE 23606,C: POKE 23607,B Hoonos’ den are eaten, fruit will is 
9 RESTORE 12 pearil i it 

eudGnbET Ag="abcdefghi Jk (mnopars goduttie Be SF eectotain ES sho apiik 
11 FOR A=i TO LEN Ag: = bonus points (100 points for] BAS Ren ten 

To°F. "REA G: POKE st6S. 965 (CORE | | pears.and apples, 200 or cherrics | JPA oR 
AgLAD (32) $5 gC] NEXT REE NEXT A and 300 for lemons). BON bonus point 

42,6 ,0,0-286; 126,6724 8502676, || gmamite srrandomashemae| 62486585 Se, ine shid 140555556 lynamite at random as the maze power {0 eat ghosts or n 
8427955 1589134 (484 426 cSTs 5276 | | clears, so avoid this or you will] FARO MME 

Cag Gasne a Sen cgecce tae ae Siecc ison aiaeat ds fruit gra 2 $,6,0,6,82,0,6 Doors at each side of the maze ds fruit graphic 
210,209 ,207/178,¢,218,8,¢, 210/16 will transport you to the other nk 
368.0, 210/0,0,8,48 26,157, 28,42; AT would probably be bet-t0 Jom element to 

14 DATA’ 24,126 56,255,c,126,c,2 || enter and run the first 24 lines] JN nal nds Seo gaee,22,8i.c $2/126/24,0,66;1 || before entering the rest of the flit fe 
02,265,6,126,6,44,6,126, 144/546 rogram. The first eight lines cas vuNaupea 
¢, dea, 426,24 °C, 126,6,258,C,i02,6 Mace eucialckanaa: NLM horizontal. 
os bath’ 32/1600. 522,c,c,126,6 || then lines 9-15 poke the hi-res] [eR enema) 

@,8,C,20,34,33,6,99,C,6,6,60,122 graphics on to the lower case let- ordinates of ghost 
e288 42660,0,6, 15,36 ,c; 116, ise, ters. ny times fruit 
7$8/8,36,0,56,6,0,C, All variables should be entered 
23 Rosved aa? as upper case letters, or else the | [JC mama 

IR A=SUSR av TO sh - 
21 READ B: POKE A,B: listing will look strange. ALLE ian 
22 DATA 6,1,197,33, All characters within PRINT| [RMQRaabe ea eaaaiaaian 

statements or in the data at the i) 
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229,205,161,3,225,17,16,0,167,23 
7% gee: 192,240,289, 16,253 ,201,0,8,0 
‘*28’Bara 6,1,197,35,15,0,17,49, 
@,229,205,161,3,225,17,16,0,167 

+254, 855, 42,237/163,16 
42,33,10 
48193; 19186567248 

LET GAME 
Z 116; 240/202 
LET sC=@: LeT L=3: 

LET _R=.98 

4 

Den we DOD 
WRU wim 

ANXH™ "OO; 
we 

AT 10 
iP areist 

sR use Tre 
2@: RANDOMIZE US 

pecc 
& **5zP3 = anDe 

ae) 

DPFODPEREORY BEIND : 

21: PRINT AT A,2 

1,22; IVES";AT 9, 
7,22; "HI" 
abfist ro Ly;AT 
0 S-LEN STRS’ (Sc 

$;SC+BON; AT 19,282; “@a00e" ( 
LEN STRS HI) HE 
LET GAME=GAME +4 
FoR Z=1 TO 20 
LET G8 (x. =" 

% 

ser 

BOP O- & ABGOCNOTFH 899 

1 

x, 
> 'G6000"¢ To 

LEN STRS 3; SC+BON 
@4 IF SC/GAME=2210 THEN GO TO 

205 IF INKEY$<"S" OR INKEY$>"8" 
THEN GO_TO 250 
E ENKEV BAYS.” GND, Ce (x .v—2), 

LET Sé=SC+10: LET R=R-. 
SE ORNOSR THEN, CO sus see 
TFC! HI eB 

WS A WY Ge Dew. <0 2DG0 +O 2D 20 = 

=BON+200 
244 IF 
=BON+300 ani 
e245 IF aise HEN GO SUB 490 
250, Beat ar xt DY; CREE, YR? T AT 
aa Y2;c 
86. te Vai THEN LET Y=19 

IF ide THEN LET Y=2 
PRINT AT X,Y; INK 6558S 
IF (X1=x AND Yisy) OR (x2=X 

AND Y2=Y) THEN GO SUB 1996+ (P#i 

@@) 
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320 LET x a 
AND X>xX1) +Y: 
«xa? 
315 LET x: x2+1, 
AND X>X2) e¥B< 
Xixe 
320 X2,Y241) cone” 
ANI 2 =(C$(X2,Y2-1 

34> Yaoy) 
Set X1,Y1+4) cor 
rai 2 5(Cs (Xa ,va-2 
$30 INK 68s 329 _ IF = 

0. SUB’ 20 X2=x15 THEN c 
pope gPRENT AT X12; INK 12+(2 AN PSO) ZESsAT X2,V2)" INK 1413 AND 
“pear 26 a 

IF (X1=X AND Y1=¥) OR (x2=x 
Y2=Y) THEN GO SUB 1080+(200 
IF P=1 THEN NEXT 

A: 
16 
Se ° 
50 ? 
$1@ IF _F>=8 THEN RETURN 
Si2 LET F=rF+1 
52S PRINT AT 16,11; INK VAL I( 

FUEES(E) | LET C$126,22) srs tr) 

500 = 
THE! 
LeT 
510 
aT 

Y2)= 
620 

1000 6: PRI 
NT RANDOMIZE U 

aT Neves a n Dy “FOR A=1 TO 4 

PRINT_AT X.y; "mabe" (AI: PHUSE 
: NEXT A: SRINT AT X, Ys "Ut": BE 
21,49: PRINT AT X,Y a 
@ LET L=L-1: IF L20°THEN GO T 
Oo 

PRINT AT 3,22;L$( TOL}; " 
®@ LET X=18: 2 
© PRINT AT XjY5" i": 

RANDOMIZE Usk USR 
LET BON=BON+50e a3 

=X1 AND YsY1 THEN LET ‘Y 
3: RETURN 

3: LET Y2=4i: RETUR 

(RND #18) +2 
(RND #18) +2 

“f" THEN RETU 

ouu, 

999 BRR NEnPuP ave Tre 

on 

DWINZPRE OsBROwTMD: Z999 HIRD oe 



SPECTRUM PROGRAM 

2018 GO TO 2900 
5000 LET Z$=" 

“: FOR Asi TO ae ay 
: PRINT OVER 1;AT 5 
BEER 003 ,5+A. NEXT. 

BOSE RTOR.P tek? Ae: BREN 
Rey FLASH 1; “GAME OVER": 

IF SC+BON>HI THEN 

RAISINS 

noooDwODODoOODODODO 
S9SSSO9GS9SS999909 
ODPPPPPE PRE PSSsessS DSUDLOUAGHHOOONOGAD TE EEE Ene enn Se Ne ey Gags IIIAAAIAAIIAAAIIAS La Hatta at aaa ee PATTI IIIA IIA TAssatsssat ssa 

Paqsten BANAT IAS ee Farrar 
a 
paraaAAA ATI 
ee ee 3999999999595 5 94855595 sxasstsa sas EE EE rey 

Haast 

MUNCHIE & THE HOONOS 

gogngooonoooggegogoD LIVES 

To all purchasers 
of Sinclair 

Small Business Accounts 
for ZX Spectrum 

It has come to our attention that there is an 
error in some copies of the above program. We are 

anxious to minimise the inconvenience to 
purchasers and are therefore taking prompt action 

to inform you and offer a replacement 
free of charge. 

If you have a copy of this program and it 
bears the code B6/S on the box spine please store 

any data on a separate cassette and then 
return the product with its packaging and user 
manual and your name and address to: 

Sinclair Research Ltd, 
Stanhope Road, 

Camberley, 
Surrey, GU15 3PS. 

We will send you a replacement copy. 

The Simulation and Education People 

and now for something completely different... 

TITRE 
Sensational titration simulation! Yes, titrate on your 
SPECTRUM. Complete with screen display of 
apparatus, ail indicator colour changes, burette 
control, and warning of end-point. Choice of 

concentration and 10 indicators. Plus manual. 
Titre (16/48K) £4.95 

Titre (48K) £8.50 complete with 3 extra programs: 
PH plots, worksheet and indicator file, 

s.a.e. for complete catalogue 
Trade and export enquiries welcome 

WANTED: Those completely different programs. Send 
samples for prompt evaluation. Excellent royalties. 

‘CLOUD 9 SOFTWARE (HCW 5) 
4, DOLVIN ROAD, TAVISTOCK, PL19 9EA 

( tustietestesbeseptednetestettestenteatned 
POOLS PREDICTION 

an be used in smpie mode. or wih parameter adjustments to develop yout own 
wnque torecast metre 
uty documented, avaliable now for Apple I, tle, Spectrum (48K). Dragon, 2x81 

(181, 88GB enceomes (others — please enquire) 'E15.00 (ses tapes) 
“POOLSDATA” 

Complete record of at English Footbal League matches 1978-89, Teams, scores and ‘ates of 10,000 matches held in spe forma. ready fr your analysis. Starter analysis 
‘rograms and ful documentation intuded. Avaiabie for Apple, Specrum, 2X81, BAC, Dragon. Commodore sens, 

Discs (Syear) £15.00 | yo 
‘Tapes (5 yeer) £12.50 Leoed Tapes (2year) £6.70 | (PP RCuced) 

SELEC SOFTWARE Hicw 
mmm 37 Councillor Lane, Cheadle, Cheshire. 061-428 7425 
eS ee By 

=—=--+--- === 
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4A PROGRAM 
Kitten Kong, a 10-foot-high mu- 
tant tabby, is playing cat-and- 
mouse with a distressed damsel. 

You must go to the rescue by 
running along girders and up lad- 
ders, jumping over the gaps. If 
you miss your footing or run off 
the end of a girder, you plunge to 
your death. 

You move left and right using 
theSand D keys. Use Eto go upa 
ladder or jump, depending on 
whether a ladder is above you or 
not. And use X to go down alad- 
der or stay still, depending on 
whether there's a ladder. 

You get 10 points for reaching 
the damsel, and may gain extra 
points if you jump and reach the 
Is. 

From time to time Kong leaps 
into the air to scare you, and if 
you are on one of the top two 
levels of girder then you will fall 
off. 

If you manage to rescue the 
damsel this time then. there's 
another level waiting for you — 
with one piece of girder missing. 

How it works 
ts colour and char 

820-900 you jump. 
910-950 up ladder 
960-1010 down ladder 
1020-1070 you fall 
1080-1160 sets up next level 
1170-1180 you lose 
1190-1230 play again or end 

NEXT @ 
ANDOMIZE 

CALL CHAR C365" 
18") 
140 CALL CHAR ¢ i 
22") 
150 CALL CHARC9S; “ 
18") 
160 CALL CHAR C99," 
44" 
170 CALL CHAR <1 005 
4 

180 CALL CHAR ‘101; 
BFF") 
190 
4 

200 CALL 
210 CALL 
F3B") 
220 CALL 
8DC"> 

CHAR ¢1 

CHAR (1295 

CALL CHAR (104; “ 
y 

CHAR (124; " 

Fend off the 
ferocious — 

feline 

pre 

When a cuddly kitten turns into 
a marauding monster, you can’t 

just stand there and let a 
damsel in distress be turned 
into cat food. Paul Edwards 

explains the rescue plan for his 
strangely familiar game, 

written for the TI-99/4A plus 
Extended BASIC 

) CALL HCHAR 
) DISPLAY AT “451 
) DISPLAY AT<7s11> 

1s 

181 “THLE 
18181018 

LED eke 

Heidt Git tet" 

HE TPibial" 

CALL ¥!I 
0 CALL 
0 CALL ¥CHAR<7:2 

CALL YCHAR (10; 14 
CALL ¥CHAR (10s 

VCHAR (1 05 
HAR 1 
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SPRITE 

motion 

as’ 

0 DISPLAY AT¢C10;7>:" 

CALL ¥CHAR “4s 145104; 
CHAR (4519310453 
HAR (7s 12310453 

Hints on conversion 
re explanations of s 

TI BASIC 
sd by the word CALL 

sets up a sprite of 

prite 
ith row velocity rv 

and column velocity cv 

“eft 

330 DISPLAY AT{16sd92 "11111 

340 DISPLAY ATC19s422"1 11111 

lumn 
PR player's previous row 
PC player's previous column 
MI, MZ two: characters: for 

‘walking man 
¢ damsel in distress’s column 

DD damsel in distress’s direction 
CH character of position player 
is about (o move on to, 

CCH the last character covered 
printed offer player: has 
sed 

O70E0EG 

PATTERN makes sprite number 
x ASCII code y 

DELSPRITE deletes prite 

number x in 



TI-99/4A PROGRAM 

450 CALL VCHAR (13 
460 CALL VCHAR “1° 
470 CALL YCHAR (1 
480 CALL VCHAR<16 
490 CALL VCHAR(19;15;10 
500 CALL YCHAR(19:26;104; 
510 CALL HCHAR(S;16;128):2 CALL 
HCHAR (53173129323 CALL HCHAR 
6313092: CALL HCHAR‘6:17s 
S520 CALL HCHAR (831431372: C1 
HCHAR (8:20:1379:% CALL HCHAR (11s 
133137): CALL HCHAR (11s 22137) 
530 CALL HCHAR‘14s83137)?: CALL 
HCHAR (143253137922 CALL HCHAI 
312:137)::! CALL HCHAR (17:19; 13 
540 CALL HCHAR(20;10:137)22 CALL 
HCHAR (203233137) 

S50 PRsR=21 22 PCsC=1 22 Mi=98 : 
: M2=99 ': DC=15 2 DD=1 2: CCH= 

22 CALL HCHAR ‘ 
CHAR CR+isCs Doi: 

$00 CALL 
o4 _THEN 

0 
560 IF RND>.OS THEN 640 
570 CALL HCHAR(Ss 16:32s2):: CALL 
HCHAR (63 1633252) 

580 CALL HCHAR<4;16;128):: CALL 
HCHAR (43173129922 CALL HCHAR(Ss1 
6513022: CALL HCHAR(S:17:131) 
590 CALL HCHAR (4;16:32:2):: CALL 
HCHAR (5s 1633232) 

600 CALL HCHAR(5;16;128)%: CALL 
HCHAR (5S. 173129923 CALL HCHAR (6s 1 
63130 6317:131) 
610 CALL SOUND 0311050) 

620 CALL HCHAR <4 
630 IF R=6 OR R=3 THEN 1 
640 ile HCHAR CRs Cs M1222 DISPLAY 

THEN C=C+1 
LL GCHAR<R+1:CsD}2+ IF D=3 

2 2 THEN 1020 
560 

720 IF. =R AND Pi 
ND K<>88 THEN IF Mi 
1 ELSE IF M 

AND K< 

S10 FOR RR=! 
920 CALL HCHAR<RRsC 
HCHAR CRR-1;C: 100) 
930 NEXT RR 

TH R-2 STEP) -1 
hr CALL 

CH? 127 AND 
ord 1170 

CALL HCHAR<PRs PCs CCH? 
960 CALL Bel eat 
970 IF D<>104. THEN : GOT 
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TI-99/4A PROGRAM 

O S560 
980 CALL HCHAR<R:C 2 

+1 TO Rt : CALL HC 
10032! CALL HCHARCRRsCs 

RR 
tooo, R=R+3 2: CCH=104 
1010 GOTO 560 
1020 CALL HCHAR‘R:Cs32> 
1030 CALL SPRITE #1sM1s12sR*8;C# 
8-85105 09 
1040 CALL POSITION (#1; : IF 
Y<160 THEN 1040 
1050 CALL MOTION <#1s0:0>?+ CALL 
PATTERN ¢#15101> 
1060 FOR ®=400 TO 200 STEP -10 : 
+ CALL SOUND(-100;0;03:: NEXT @ 
1070 GOTO 1190 

1080 FOR @=200 TO 400 STEP 10 
ALL SOUND <-1005 O52 NEXT @ 

1030 C+10 
NTCRND#139+9 2 

“PLAY AGAI 

INT RN 

FREE TAPE OFFER 

Lost in Space 
DT Draculas Castle 
pt Floating Bomb Ae 

Death Ship 
BUY ONE GET ONE FREE 

D/t A-MAZE-IN £10 
3D Maze with death defing monsters — Hours of fun 
{or all — different game each time 
Buy a copy of A-Maze-In and get any TWO of the 
above mentioned FREE 
"Good Value for Money’ S, Drew, York 

D/T/S(48) Ownership £7 
Very realistic version of Monopoly with all the thrills 
and more over 24K 

sus) Games pack No. 1 (over 30K of programs) 4 
Bomb Run, Yellow Oil, Monster and more 
Games pack No. 2 (over 30K of programs) 4 
Snake, Zombie Lander and more 
““Liked games pack one send me No. 2. C. W. Thom, 
Glasgow 

Buy both for £6.50 

BIG CASH PRIZES 
Roving Knight £5 
(includes entry to competition). 
This amazing board challenge has still to be cracked. 
Try your luck and you could be pounds in 

Code D = Dragon 32 T = Tandy $ = Spectrum 16K or 48K 
STATE WHICH MACHINE 

Send cheques or Postal orders to: 
FLATBELL Ltd 

] D/T/S(16) 

9 Franklin Road 
Haddenham, Bucks HP17 8LE. 
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ANIROG 
SOFTWARE 

JS. £195 

j ay HEXPERT 
Ra \ — 4 ss. £7. - 

‘ PS MOON BUGGY F 
US. £7.95 

DUNGEONS 
KB. £6.95 

KB/S. £5.95 

FROG RUN 
KB/S. 65.95 

SPECTRUM 
MISSILE DEFENCE 

FAMILY FUN } ANIROG SOFTWARE 
KONG - 64 pS. s 24 HR, CREDIT CARD SALES HORLEY (02994) 6083 
KONG -SPECTRUM z PAYMENT BY CHEQUE, P.O., ACCESS/VISA 

S KRAZY KONG 8 HIGH STREET HORLEY, SURREY. 
VIC 20 (16K) K.B/}S. f 4, Overseas 50p post & packaging 

MINI KONG TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME 
VIC 20(UNEXP) es 2 fj 29,West Hill, Dartford, Kent. (0322)92513/8 

a 



Xe FABULOUS 
CASSETTE 

| 50GAMES 
{ON ONE GREAT 
} CASSETTE 

DONT MISS THIS. *- 
INCREDIBLE OFFER 

Name 
Address 

DRAGON GO@ae é J 

Spectrum @eppic ATARI Dealers & Stockists enquiries welcome. 

ORIG] zxe1 VER me iats 41-5 feey soe Orencten) Harfopean: : 

I 
: I 
Post Code i] 

I 
I 

= Pap? North Yorkshire, HG1 5BG. England, pom ie Telephones (028) boa8z6 
ee ae ie Se Sa ee 

MING USOEN Eig 
The chart-hitting And now- 

Mad Martha Mad Martha ll 

ONLY £6.95 one retina sor HE 
Aguneto asin. ny gniody Marans rar oy ty 
Criginal and the graphics are great... aretreshing change rom some of the ‘Fel adventare armat~ accepts melple commands atone etry, lia English hit the key to begin, the Spectrum doomiaden programs encountered ‘ Wity,nteligent reps to commands ke Sil evel sletfor beginners 
Plays area! Hollywood-style movie nowadays. 
theme tune, and the hunt is ont {90 the next stage without solving He, Roy en ok ae bh, ee ag, 
Personal Computer News the present conundrum ‘x Three exing arcade-type games 282 intogrl part ofthe atventure 

Popular Computing Weekly ‘Fal el facty and savegame command 
‘Available from retail outlets or direct from: 
MIKRO-GEN, 1 Devonshire Cottages, London Rd, Bracknell RG12 270 _ lI OR PHONE YOUR ACCESS/MISA NUMBER: (0344) 27317 (Gam-6pm) 4aI|| 
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SOFTWARE REVIEWS 

Light Cycle view of the Oric’s rather loud 

ORIC-1 £6.95 © instructions gre clear and con 
cise, and thé bontrgl keys (up, 

PSS, 452 Stoney Stanton Road, Gown, left, right “and. powe 
Coventry C¥6 SDG Sawai, Tee ey sz bows 

Pi lenin your wakenbodgrttgas™ies (GC, bag kee 
Naser wall its nine skill levels is very fast in- 

wall andi eer of ou ay gues chat canbe 
rez”, giving a very spectacular "Ai in all, a game that offers ee 

The object of this game isto ride 

Ss at very good, all round value for ne ‘whole program is very  fwonet Mc 
well presented, giving that all im: i 
portant arcade quality instructions 75% There is plenty of sound, im- playability 80% 
SN Ga tunity es edna teat ee . ..Or your computerised car. value for money 85% 
Taian wae tboosiosee Saas Our reviewers test-drive some 
PT neeeorrs games on two wheels and four 

Grid-Run and bese fe) much depends on 

Pontoon Deena eoreesatnantees ask Spectrum {8 20. scious wed cee tought. Atay oe es 
Phrases such as 

Smoot foe otenent 
Ba Mh dnd fas 4S only ine aN produce ae 

Arcade, Technology House, 32 rp seed 
Chislehurst Road, Orpingion, | ae Xen gett tia but they soon ‘become predic 

The computer starts each time 
(someone will have to 
some manners) and altho 
first wo cards are hidde 

No, Grid-Run is not a version of 
Gridrunner, The object is to 
avoid a racing car that is moving 

carsand — Leylan topassoner Six stn 
for poins. {he opposite direction tO YOU. subsequent cards are displayed be droppea your ‘eu, 

gaps in the walls surrounding _,_ Neither game is good enough tO go inet cars Roadrunne a aa iat inmocabia re 10 make this cassette a good buy some of 10,2 5Pin, but almost iden ae 
reverse, so when there is no exit S.E Your limited — chart is al 

puter’s car, death becomes in-  'structions 0% qu: !Structiog 
vitable playability 40% daratter screen Playabilin’® 960 

Points are scored by running 40bcs st Ser scan of Mag posit graphic! oh 
cover dots, Pacman style value for 45% ta Screen sit Majority Value for ore 

Pontoon lacks challenge 

which cause as_ potholes, which iter 
joken such 

Du to skid, Be Lightcycles om afer tcanplag Saiblioe 
in their own 

BBCB ¥6.95 Indeed, whereas withthe usual 
fe, Unit 25, Handyside Wraptrap you try and out 
Newcastle upon tyne manoeuvre the computer, here 

jogs which 

COMMOGOFE — wil puns SP giaior and ‘will pierce 

64 + Joystien eae 
Box 88, _*valanchese obstacles can be NEI 4PZ its often best ta jus stay ut of 

udiogenic, PO Box All these obstacle ving, 10 trouble and let the computer trap 

Reading, Bets avoided wih les om te One of the most commonly used tse 

ou can almost smell IMs ing milcomet Se ¢ lightcycles streaking across UP 10 five, then it's colour 

Mr Mania, a fast detail L Pethaps it's because. of th 
radiator in Motor Mt fe ti can be replenished that this game takes its name. a case of the 

ealistic and exciting Tacs amazing. Fu! cae ratte, as It won't signal a new era in "eed to keep the speed of the ac: 
realist good AMAZING: the garages 0 maar n i 
game which ee eit ann epare tyres, radiator etc computer games, and in fact the UOR.up. but the graphics are a lit 

Bae ice and highly, eff San spare 1YFeS, % fal basis Sf the game w that old Ue disappointing and the sound 
Brtind in a super Packages, DAA. favourite — Wraptrap. Never- _ ¢ffects aren't special. However | 

‘On sunning, the display shone 2 theless, Tm sure fos of people liked the balance between skill 

72h, pecdomeer, Toe HES Fo STYem ceil yout lgpicvete + Fd : 
fedeahe ge, and spare tyre If playability % from the keyboard, left/right instructions 80% 

Siemon: On the et ow pec left hand, up/down playability 92% 

aoe thesfour Reya=cles value for money 80% 
nr positioned at 2 8 

car Posuch of the joystick sends 
Tight touch scheme. 

ir down the tack: 
itoft dows tll of hazards kkk k 
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HAVE YOU BEEN INVOLVED IN F 
MYSTERIOUS) F 

+ 
if go, tI is quite probable thot you are presantiy.putisting from TIS, 

ye pag age 
1S manifests its: wayS, one of the most dramatic sympto! Inability to fe 

ciel include insomnia, a tel amenture, a 
ent. 

coreced ae a result of prol 

16d about this e lic, a representative of | A 
oe: wot Adventures said, is probably no cul 

ips etc. which can be at Doctioniy arremparsl solution”. “‘In the absence ue a nae manent 
eS. sufferers to submit to the Syndrome and obtain Mysterious ntures from any sources 

lighly contagious and inwiew of the current Worldwide E| T would Say enjoy it while 

I you have @ BBC Porites, or % TRUM, you can obtain Mysterious Adventures direct from DIGITAL 
Fi in any of the following dosages:=_ 
1) THE GOLDEN BATON 

E TIME PE Fi LSAR 8) {THE WIZARD 
circus TOMY 9) (PERSEUS AND 
FEASIBILITY EXPERIMENT 10) "TEN LITTLE IN 

ty Discounts are a 



ATARI 400/800 PROGRAM 

You're on the trail of a 
damsel in distress 

How 
10-190 set up the va 

the array with all the ne 
items 

works 

routine 
600-630 find damsel subroutin, 

3000-3720 spear throwing sub: 
routine which also output: 
necessary data to the main 
screen depending on what has 
been hit 

4000-4050 a beast hi 
q 

found the 

8000-8040 
screen display 
00 

Between quotes in the listin 
case Js, hash signs and up 
case Ks are in inverse 

In this game you play the role of a 
gallant knight with a mission to 
rescue a damsel who was im- 
prisoned in a maze by a wizard. 

Finding the damsel is only one 
of your problems. Along the way 
you must dodge two hideous, 
flesh eating beasts who will 
devour both you and the damsel 
if they can. Look out for their 
trails and keep out of their way — 
these beasts are indestructible un- 
til the damsel has been found 

Once you've found the damsel 
you must go back and kill the 
beasts, using a limited number of 
spears you have strapped to your 
back. 

Hints on conversion, 

There are some nasty hazards 
to be overcome before you can 
save the damsel in David Ryan's 
game for the Atari 400 or 800, 

plus one joystick 

5 GRAPHICS 2+16 

? GOSUB 19080 
8 DIN 3000 eet 
a GOTO 9080 

IBS Hbiat E BAIT 58 Se 
dare 

S. FOR A=39 TO ¢< F RNDX @>>8.95 
THEN AisCAs Re On HERT at gore 26 
1? ASCA,AD=" “INEXT A 
AR, La a ia TO 37: Lala p mam Le Te 

NEXT RERSK 38. 233 =" 1" 
Eee) 

FOR A=1 TO 37:FOR R=1 TO 
CINchaBcb 44 38 THEN NEST Re RET 

38 Rea emagacrener a uatNENT R?NEXT A 
68 Fi 0 36:FOR R=1 TO 33 STEP 4: 
SINTCENBC 0984 913 THEN NEXT R?NEXT 

78 ASC RE37+ARK37+A ="! "NEXT RINEXT A 
138 A=INTCRNOK @ >: Bost AF Bh" A=" 
* THEN ASC A,AD=" 
158 GOTO 136 
168 Sean orsectorprar® IF ASC ALAS" 

THEN M=A:GOTO 171 
165 GOTO 168 
179.85 B= INTC RNDX 8 *37%37 +37: IF ASC ALAD=" 
4 N ASCA.AD="5"2BI=H2GOTO 175 
171 GOTO 176 
te} Mi 1G ye Pr fe ale paare og ear, 

HEN ASC A.A D="5"2B2=82 60" 
178 60TO 175 
188 B=INT< RNOX @ >: 
* THEN peasetres 
198 6OTO Oe 
ie FOR G=1 TO 2:FOR A=8@ TO @ STEP -1:5 
OUNO' @rAci6.1e: NEXT AZNEXT @ 
193 FOR A=208 TO @ STEP —4:SOUND @.A,10, 
1@INEXT A e418 
197 GOSUB sB8e 
199 COLOR 29:PLOT 9.4 
208 SETCOLOR 8,3,6:SETCOLOR 1,16,16:SETC 
OLOR 2,1,8:SETCOLOR 3.6, 

7 *37 +372 IF ASCALAD=" 
K*:0P=H260T0 192 

TION 2 #65R$¢ 1-127: 
ON 18.4:7 #531 asthe tae peat 
238 POSITION 8.5:7 #65AS(I+36,1H38) 

Only once both beasts are dead 
can you lead the damsel out of the 
maze, Your trail of coins will 
change to a chain of small crosses 
which she will follow — but 
you'll have to hurry, otherwise 
she may starve to death before 
you get there. 

And that’s not all. In the maze 
are pits you must avoid or you fall 
to your death. You can knock 
some of themaze walls down with 
your spear — but some are in- 
destructible, 

‘And though you're given in- 
formation about your position in 
the maze relative to the damsel 
and the exit, this information is 
‘only approximate. As you get 
nearer your goal, the wizard 
changes the read-out so as to 
fuse your and throw you off the 
track. 

The joystick plugs into port 1 
(far left) at the front of the com- 
puter. It moves the man one spae 
north, south, east or west each 
time. 

To throw a spear, hit the fire 
button and wait for the man on 
the screen to go dark green. To 
aim a spear push the joystick in 
the direction required, as above. 
To cancel this option without 
throwing a spear hit the space 
bar. 

For the more experienced 
player the option for the walls has 
been given. In this mode of play 
the game becomes very 
frustrating. 
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ATARI 400/800 PROGRAM 

295 IF STRIG¢@)=@ THEN SETCOLOR 1,16,6:6 
OSUB SoBe 
297 SETCOLOR 1,186,108 

IF S<¢2-BD) AND BD<>2 THEN 950¢ 
FOR E=1 TO 2@:NEXT E 
JS=STICK(@>2 IF JS=15 THEN 283 
IF JS=11 THEN Mi=f-1 
IF JS=7 THEN Mi=f+1 
IF JS=14 THEN Mi="-37 
IF JS=13 THEN M1=f+37 
SOUND 6,208,10,18 
IF ASCM1.M1="!" THEN M1=M:G0TO 207 
IF ASCMLM12="Q" THEN 560 
IF ASCM1,M1>="K" THEN 686 
IF ASCM1LM1)>="J" THEN 4560 
IF ASCM1,M1="<" THEN 1308 

70 IF BD=2 THEN AS<M.M>="$"2M=f1:G0SUB 
Bee! GOTO 496 
438 ASCM.M)=">":M=M"1:G0SUB Sa8e 

EP _4:SOUND 8,A,18,3 
AZFOR fe TO @ STEP -1:SOUND 6,16 

8,18,R3 sh 

MG=12 M1) 
iF BO<>2 THEN MF=8:G0TO 200 

630 MF=1:G0T0 206 
1300 IF MF AND “B02 THEN 1508 
1316 M1=":G0TO 267 
1580 SOUND @,6,80,0:SOUND 1,0.0,0 
1518 POSITION 6.@:7 #6;">" 
poze FoR Kod TO 255: SOUND @.K. sane ee 

SOUND 3 

1546 Hertel tg MS 82887 #6;"you":POSITION 2, 
Br? #65" ‘ued the* 
S58 PESITION 7-1 721827 #63 "damsel": 
S3un0 8.028,8:SOUND 1,8,0,0:SOUND 5D .6e 

1 1 
ITION 1,727 #65 nvisible walls" 
2038 IF PEEK(S3279>=5 THEN J=J+1tIF JS 
THEN J=6 
2040 POSITION 1.J:? #65"L"sCHRE 43+) >5"I 

et R=1 TO 30:NEXT R:IF PEEK(S3279> SEER 260 
2855 GOTO 2620 
2068 IF J=7 THEN 2088 
2078 RESTORE :READ Wa Ln TO 15:READ 
D:POKE N+R.D:NEXT 
2888 FOR R=8 TO 15: PORE Nef OtNEXT R 
2698 POSITION @,0:7 #65"}" 
2999 GOTO 16 
ea IF PEEK¢ 764 =33 THEN POKE 764.255:R 

3028 JS=STICK(@):IF_JS=15 OR JS=18 OR JS 
=6 OR JS=9 OR JS=5 THEN 3080 
3825 S=S-1:IF S=-1 AND BD=2 THEN RETURN 
3827 IF S<BD AND BD<>2 THEN 9500 
3@3@ IF JS=13 THEN DIR=37 
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IF JS=14 THEN DIR=-37 
IF JS=11 THEN DIR=-1 
IF JS=7 THEN DIR=1 
MIR=DIR 
FOR K=1 TO INTC RNDC@>x18>+27 
IF ASCPHTTIR.MHIIR="J" THEN 3500 
IF ASCIHAIR-MHIIR="K" THEN 3680 

nail 

328 Neer ee ae Fey old Bh 4 WAS HIT 
“FOR K=1 TO 
3158. POSITION 2 aio? "yes" 
“ERETURN 
3506 IF M6 THEN 3530 
aie i 2. aks ek “HIT A HIDEOUS 

SFOR K=1 TO S@@:NE: 
3520 POSITION 2.1827 ss 
“RETURN 

3538 POSITION @,16:7 sso sis A DEADLY MO 
NSTER* FASC PHTIIR.MHMIR 
Sg rr K=1 TO See: Next K:POSITION 0,16 

3550 IF RNDC@X<@.4 THEN 3563 
= BO=B0+1 
3556 POSITION 4,.18:7 #6s"beast is dead": 
on K=1 TO S@@:NEXT K?POSITION 4,10:7 #6 

3557 F= INTC RNDC 8 XABSC EP-DP > +15 
IF MHMIR=B1 THEN BS=1:GOTO 3560 
Be=1 
POP :G0TO 200 

3 POSITION 1,10:7 #65"BEAST ONLY HOUN 

1 THEN B1=INTCRNDX @ X37%3. 
38: iE AsCetoB B1 ><>" “ THEN 3565 
3576 IF MHMIR=82 THEN sth Se ameilaed 
7>+121F ASC B2,B2><>* * THEN 
rig Aa K=1 TO S@@:NEXT K: POSITION 8.18 

3598 POP :GOTO 200 
3608 FOR A=1 TO 5@:SOUND 9,100,12,10:FOR 
E=1 TO 2@:NEXT E 
ie POSITION 1, 10:7 #65"Y0U HIT THE MAL 

SOUND 6,200,12,1@:FOR E=1 TO 2@:NEX 

POSITION 1,18:7 #65"you hit the mai 

NEXT AZSOUND 6,6,0,.6 
GOTO 2008 

i en MHAIR >< 37437 >-1 OR PHIIR<48 THEN 

3f4e. HU RY Ga 
A_HALL*: 

POSITION @,5:7 #65"Da 
aSty":FOR R=1 TO 260:NEXT 

z"a beast ate the* 
‘damse1":FOR R=1 TO 3 



ATARI 400/800 PROGRAM 

@,12,1@:FOR E=1 TO igen E:POKE 755.2: 
SOUND @,208,12,10:NEXT A 

ete saan “ Mista 

#65"the man was 
465"Oy" POSITION | era:? 

#65" beast* 
454@ FOR R=1 TO 208:NEXT R:GOTO 2000 
5@0@ IF BD<2 THEN RETURN 

F=F-1: IF F<=@ THEN 5560 
IF DP-37<38 OR DP+37>37%37 THEN 564 

IF AS DP-37 »DP-37 ="$" THEN ASCDP.D 
“3 DP=DP-3: STURN 

1. 
= RETURN 
5060. F=F+12RETURN 
5508 POSITION 6,0:7 #6;"3" 

pee a TO 16:NEXT 
K?SOUND 6.6.6, 

6008 IF BS=1 THEN 6100 
6810 _X=INTC RMX @ 44 >+1:0N X GOTO 6826,68 
38. 26858 
6820 B3=B1+37:G0TO 6a6a 

ogg JF BS(B3.63)=">* OR AS(ES.B3)—"8" 0 283 =" "™ THEN ASCE 461 ="#":B1=B3 tASCB1,B1)="J":60TO 6878 
6865 GOTO 6ese 
6070 IF B3=f THEN 4500 
6875 GOTO 6108 
6888 IF AS(B3,B3>="K" THEN 4008 
6895 B3=61 
6108 IF B6=1 THEN 210 
6116 SIN TS pNoc ones yo ON X GOTO 6126,61 
30,6148,6158 
6128 B4=B2+37: GOTO 6168 
6138 B4=82-37:G60TO 6168 
6148 B4=B2+1:G0TO 6168 
6158 B4=82-1 
ke Becba see fo geg etme OR _AS(B4,B4)="#" 0 

6165 GOTO 6186 
6178 IF B4=" THEN 45608 
6175 GOTO 216 
6188 IF AS(B4,B4)>="K" THEN 4900 
6195 B4=B2:60TO 216 
7680 POSITION 15272 ? #8555" ":POSITION 1 
S82: 1F MG THEN 7 #65"Yes":GOTO 7a20 
7815 7 #65“no" 
7826 POSITION 15,9:7 #6580 
7625 POSITION 1.4 
fei ¢DP-1>>38 THEN 7 #65"-SOUTH":GOT 

7040 IF <DP-"X<-38 THEN 7 #635"-NORTH":60. 
TO 7a7a 
7058 _1F Sut 1 po <OP+1<38 THEN 7 # 
3"-ERST “260° 

7008 ? $65" EST 

7676 POSITION 12.4 
Petr ¢(EP-+1>>37 THEN 7 #63"-SOU" 

7e99 E CEP-IX<-37 THEN 7 #65"-NORTH"?60 

7108 IF <EP-M)>>-1 AND ¢EP-11<38 THEN 7 # 
6s"-EAST “:G0TO 7120 
7118 7 #65"-HEST " 

ITH"? GOT 

zope lcone: 2POSITIO 
ITION 3.657 #65" 

not have" 
TION 75327 #65 Brough": :POSTTION 75 

TON 4, er 7 pect hace i ee 
pial ae adventur 

We sea NEXT Re ‘c0TO 2088 
FEEKEISS, 2-8: pease Pun 

8. Pee Pat TP, 2: RE scone oar 
ope POKE DX8+F+N.RINEXT FENEXT A? POKE 

14255 484237 2237 +237 »8.255.255 
49,6,1262129,129.129.129,126, 

43528 228 283,62 582852862 
peti eareteedead 8 

28: 

10116 DATA 29.24,36.24,68,90.24,24,36 
16126 DATA 28,64,64,96,88,72.68,.255,255 
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_Vahtzi/ 
Knights Move

 

Oric 1 £4.95 
HTL Software, Lock Street, 
Savile Town, Dewsbury 

These two well-written family 

games, retailing at tess than £5, 

represent good value for Oric 

owners: 
Both programs loaded rapidly 

and without any problems, but 

incorporated a novel load check 
facility just in case of difficulty. 

‘Also impressive Was the 

tuneful HTL logo at the start of 

both programs. 
'Yahtzi is the standard dice 

game for two to eight players. in. 

Wich the aim is to be the first 
achieve a set of die combini 

tions. 
‘The program does everything 

Tor you; ‘throws’ the dice, 
scores, and provides you with an 
On-screen reminder of the com- 
Binations you need, and the 
possibilities in your throw, 

Knight's Move is a board game 
for up to five players. The object 
is to swap two sets of knights of 
different colour using the. chess 
knight movement of the pieces. 

‘Not only is the number of 
moves taken important, Dut also, 
the time taken. 

it may require fast thinking. 
but once played a few times, YOu 
may find that the object ts 
ehieved relatively easily, and the 
‘appeal of the game is 10st 

DA. 

instructions 
70% 

playability 
60% 

‘graphics 
so" 

Value for money 

Three balls 
each game, the 
better the cure 
each 2,000 points 
fra ball is awarded. 

Selec 
firs. 4 

By Dragontree, 
Byiiware, (7 Marc

h | SUrctly 

Pirron-in- Li
ndsey 

E Jinsborough. Lines DN21 ap 

‘Another implementation of {Rat 

‘nord game favourite, Revers! 
OF 

‘Othello by any other 
'No instructi 

swith the review COPY. 
with irno instructions — | wae 

isto 
Colours by placing Yo 
Sppropriate squares 

‘would be a better choice 
Cubits is a game for 

sa ‘which 10 rows of 15 
fe are arranged across 
‘Each player nm tum 

to uncover with 
‘of matching the 

numbers 
If a mi 

are awarded 

tualls 
Could 
Jong or st 

instructions 
playability 
‘graphics 

ue for Money, 

x x 

trapped, an 
formed of an i 
aniempt 10 Mov 

Yeciding NS Move: 
foard starts filing Us 
woe easy level it seems i 
the ererrods long enoush 10 se 

bored in. 
sell it makes a change Ty 

ciibting ghosts oF Zapp 

gobbling gat £4.95 you cous dD 

worse, 
D.W.t. 

instructions 
playability 
graphics 
Yalue for money 



wind: ND ittOn erase’ 
Spo oxic ‘et0" 

yotate! 
nome 



MR. CHIP SOFTWARE 
SPECTRUM GAMES COMMODORE 64 GAMES & UTILITIES 
SPECTRUM DARTS (48K) 
Five games of darts for 1-S players 501, Cricket, Killer, Ro 

WHEELER DEALER 
As for the Commodore 64, but now available for the 48K Spectrum, Texas TI 
59/44 and Dragor £5.50 

VIC-20 GAMES & UTILITIES 
JACKPOT you may : This is Rave you got what 100% £5.50 superb 
‘Commodore's Fruit Machin. £5.50 ‘Computing Weekly No, 2019/7/83 

LUNAR RESCUE — Our own version of that popular arcade game £5.50 KWAZY KWAKS 
Accuracy and speed are required for this Shooting Gallery, s M/C SOFT 64 mbler, with decimal to hex converter & graphics in this new and challenging game from the auth everything our pro} >and more £7.56 ine code, joystick or keyboard control 

BANK MANAGER — 
PACMANIA Now available on dise w Choose your own game from the following speed 1-3, 

3, visible o invisible maze 
rols, any combination, if this 

for the 3K expanded VIC only, (a 

per Bank Manager, but for the 64 £7.50 
‘added facilitie £10:00 

fiware available for the VIC ani 
‘lading RABBIT SOFTWARE SNAKE BYTE = 

i Send Cheques/PO's to: MR CHI 
SOFTWARE 

Dept HCW, | NEVILLE PLACE, LLANDUDNO, 
GWYNEDD LL30 3BL. Tel: 0492 49747 

WANTED: HIGH QUALITY SOFTWARE, OF ALL TYPES, 
FO! 

for this bi 
NOW), 
BUGSY (Joystick Only) 
This isa Minefield with a di 0 
parple boxes which give you both time and point Your feet, DO NOT DESPAIR! "sBUGSY'” wil 
Woid bumping into him or its sudden death! Ar 

challenging game EXPORT & U.K. DISTRIBUTION 
MINL-ROULETTE — PONTOON — HI-LOW All 
Three great Mileelourstoundefletaand tunes vectssceecnt crest see DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME 

rams now available on disc please allow £2.50 ea extra 

WE HAVE SOUND ... COLOUR... ACTION... 
... WE HAVE R&R SOFTWARE 

SPECTR 

SPECTIPEDE 

NEW FOR THE ORIC 
Orie Quizzmaster 28K 

Dept. 34 Bourton Road, 
~ Tuffley, Gloucester, GL40LE Further Quizzmasters to follow. Tel: (0452) 502819 
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My program displays board and 
the moves for two people to play 
noughts and crosses. Lhave used 
the graphics of the ZX81 to pro: 
duce large effective displays 
which makes the program in: 
teresting 

Special features of this pro: 
gram are: 

@ The use of the whole screen to 
draw the board. 
@ The coordinate decoding 
routine lines 253 and 254. 
@ The use of array AG,3) to 
check valid moves. 
@ The use of Mag G to determi 
which player goes. It is Line 270 
which effectively changes G to I 
or 0 opposite to its present value 
© Line 260 which calculates the 
position by two simple formulae 
and prints X or O using Boolean 
logic. This 
IF... THEN lines. 

When you have entered this 
program type GOTO 2010 to 
SAVE it. It will then auto run on 
subsequent loadings 

Hints on conversion 
This program can be converted 
easily for the Spectrum. In fact, 
the only line which needs chan; 
ing is line 253 where the CODE of 
CBiyneeds — 63 subtraciedifthe 
‘machine isin CAPS LOCK mode 
(or minus the code number of the 
lower case Spectrum character 
"a" minus one. 

Of course, using colour and 
sound will improve it even more. 

Conversion to. computers 
other than Sinclair may need 
prepa tate tine eee 
the flags, iy using — 1 in- 
stead of 1. Apart from that th 

Bo] TO CONTINUE. 
IF_INKEYS=" 

“PRESS 

How to get 
with 

your 2X81 

There are some neat 
programming techniques in 

this version of the old 
favourite, Noughts and Crosses, 

written for the 2x81 plus 
RAMpack, by Simon Matthews 

NOUGHTS 
a a 

BY 5.P.MATTHEUS. 

How the screen looks before the start of a game 

ON YOUR™ 
AND PR 

THEN GOTO 8 
ANY KEY FOR A 

Noughts and Crosses in action 

How it works 
major variables 

-29 title 
30-63 instructions 
64-230 draw board 
240-250 prompt and input move 

Ifend GOTO 693 
2 check valid move 

253-254 convert inpu 
ordinate number 

255 check valid position 
260 PRINT AT position X or O. 
270 change flag 
280 make array — 1 10 

position used 
310 go back for next input 

7103 print score input 
750 on input increase score 0 

800-980 displ seores, wait for 

proutine, set flag 
return 

2010-2020 auto run save routine 

set Gi, 

X number of wins by X 
© number of wins by O 
D number of draws 
AG,3) computer board to check 

valid moves 
G flag, }= X turn, 0= O turn 
CS position input 
A horizontal position of X or © 
B vertical position of X or O 
‘SS score input 
GS start X or O input 

Inverse characters are: line 1 
STAGE ONE. INSTRUC 
TIONS AND FRILLS, 5-7 
PRESS STOP ON YOUR TAPE 
RECORDER AND PRESS 
ANY KEY TO CONTINUE, 68 
STAGE TWO, MAIN SCREEN 
DISPLAY, 245° STAGE 
THREE, MAIN PROGRAM 
(GUTS), 685 STAGE FOUR 
SCORE BOARD AND BITS *N 
PIECES, 695 and 900 16 pairs of 

eater than and less than sym 

SE Bn Bs a 

a 
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LETTER FIRSTTHEN THE NUMB 
RATED OUITH A COMMALE.G.""A, 2 

“ZF SOMEONE _WINS 0} 
sTOR" 

WILL END AND sci 

E nk 2 
@,0;"PRESS ANY 
“" THEN GOTO 6: 

7@ PRINT 
80 PRINT “ 
9@ PRINT “ a 

10@ PRINT " 
220 PRINT “ 
420 PRINT “ 
38 PRINT 
92 PRINT 

AT 2.9; 
Ge” 

Se6+2; 

WON?" 

HEN LET O=0+2 
THEN LET X=xX+i 

ip S§a7C~ THEN LET Dapea 
FOR =o 70 21, 
PI 
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cnx Le Gi+e 
PATER COSORDINAT 

uZ7.PRINT AT 20.0; "BY S.P.MATTH 
26 PRINT 

29 in TNKEYS="" THEN GOTO 29 
83 SRinr_~ ENTER CO-ORDINATES. 

RX 
AND 
ORE 

KE 
3 

A 

"QUESTIONAIRE 

oR 

9209 PRINT AT 388 PRINT &T 2; “SCOREBOARD” 
3 “GAMES UON BY 

GAMES WON BY CROSSES="";x 
A ke PRINT AT GAMES DRAUN=" 

“962 PRINT AT 20.1; "PRI 
EE aaa iing 1388 dora es GOTO 9706 

PRINT AT 4,0; "WHO WILL 
T - x OR O 7 erie 
2010 LET G#=INKEYS$ 

CHRISTINE 
COMPUTING 

£104.95 
£24.98 
£4.35 
£5.45 

£28.75 
£29.75 

£133.50 

TI-99/4A colour computer 
Compatible cassette recorder 
Single cassette interface lead 
Dual cassette interface lead 
Recorder + single lead 
Recorder + dual lead 
Computer + recorder + single lead 

Extended Basic £51.50 
£24.50 
£17.00 

Software Cartridge — 
Minimemory £51.50 Parsec 
Chess £29.50 Invades 

Software Tape — Core!, Blast It, 

Spudz, Code Break/3D Maze, U.F.O. 
all @ £3.50 each. 

All prices inclusive, send 50p (refundable on 
Ist order) for full list, Cheques or PO’s to: 

6 Florance Close, Watford, Herts WD2 6AS. 

Tel: 09273 72941 



SPECTRUM SOFTWARE REVIEWS 

Lotus-Soft, 43 
Llangennech 
SAl4 8UH 

trol Lo 
side one or load side two for These attempt, fairly successful 
U ly, to represent humans. The ef 

entical for both fect is similar to the early line 
players. You are in a group of cartoon. film characters, but 
four gardens each connected by nevertheless marks a step for 
gates half way along the four ward from alien creatures, 
Sides of the screen. 

Each garden is s 
ble trees, let 
and edible m 

‘One of these mushrooms is 
poisonous and, after 
you only have 99 seconds to find 
the exit, Fort 

mind sid aloes sou see. ea a ed 

Jungle 

Lord Harry 
and Lady control 
Harriet challenging game which is made 

Llanelli, Dyfed you. The cassette insert is nicely 

two characters: If you What is special about this pro 

A nice layout of keys which 
give you some choice, responsive 

st action and a 

harder by the presence of two in: 
Maes Road, destructable dogs which chase 

Printed and contains full instruc 
tions 

rd Harry load gram is the character graphics. 

robots, pacman and other in: 
et up with im- distinct beings. 
thal pools of RE. 
nuchrooms instructions 949% 

ating it, Playability 91% 
j graphics 89% 

value for money 880: nately this 

Trouble ith, swinging « needs 
judgeme nd hesitation 

£5.50 thereafter makes clearing the 
Durell Softwar 
Castle Green, 
TAI 4AB 

Get axe, jump river on stepping 
stones, cut down forest, swing 
over flaming pit 
chasm and run 

mple but...if you 
the ru 

you go! With | 
back tothe 
crocodile jaws 
bottom 

Chopping trees quickly blunts 
ces and it’s b 

for another 
And the ‘blo 

chasm impossible. 
The display is divided into 

four, Monkeys and Spare M 
sit at the bottom, next comes the 
river, connected to the forest by 
a ladder, and another ladder con 
nects the, forest to the pit and 
final jump. 

The graphics are fun. Three 
monkeys and three men parade 
with ceremony, and there are 
some nice touches of humour 

Four Speeds of Play — No. 1 
confusingly being the fastest — 
movement by cursor keys — a 
unning score is displayed and 

there is a hall of fan 

e, Castle Lodge, 
Taunton SOM 

it, jump widening 
for home 

f-up just right, in 
luck, you can fun 

bank, hun 
snapping at your 

k across the river 
poming monkeys’ instructions 

keep stealing your axe, You can 
kill them with 
you're quick 
it once 

<u 
Blaby oad, Babys 

my Burgers is 
nd novel game. C 

there are part 
burgers 

@ sharp axe 
Tonly managed value for money 

Falling trees can ruin your [RES 

three hamburgers you 

Barmy anew stage with snore 
faster action, a 

ask £5.95 The graphics are ine pil 

Dn 
f 

the meat 
tuce, and the top 0 

‘By walking over €a\ 
knock them 
level 
thr 
bottom of the 

You are 

down 
T until eventual 

completed 

pursu 
frankfurters and @P 
object — bi 
be ina state of Le a PePPS 
armed on opponent de, Put 

fast five attacks. 
Once you _have 

pee ften seem tO playability 70% 

they Sysis. You are graphics am 

th ote con: iderably. 

Pe waren 
ee 

is automat 

iy there are re 
gers at the 

ase, Lutter 
eicester 

interest 
each level 

¢ provided 
py, but the cUr 

ke oP fire are sed 
‘The game festa ically 
Ten annoying fea 

ed by two 
peculiar white instructions 

pot — value for mot 

yugh pepper t© 
completed 

Action 
comes in all 
shapes and 

sizes 

If you thought that Spectrum 
action games meant space 

games, you'll have to think again 

0. Softw ‘ are, 16 Ww utton Coldfieig, While BoD jwpldlield, Wes 

from start cfully arrange, 

at Yo ‘oung PUL Off straight «he 
ation, graphics recommend. ang osram nd Kemps, Med for by oth Tis ick AGE structions 

keyboans playability 
Braphics 100% valu 950 
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STATISTICAL LIBRARY 
All tapes carry a DATAFILE program that enables 

the user to INPUT-EDIT-SAVE-READ data on tape. 

TAPE! _: Descriptive Statistics 6.99 TAPEVI : PrincipalComponents..... 19.95 
TAPE IL Statistical Tests 14.95 TAPE VII: Factor Analysis ‘ 19.95 
TAPE III Probability Distribution 14.95 TAPE VIII : Time Series and Forecasting 19.95 
TAPE IV Multivariate Datafile 14.95 

Cross-tabulations and correlation coefficients Statistical Library 100.00 
TAPEV _: Step-Wise Multiple Regression and BBC-Model B (disk) 125.00 

Analysis of Variance in Regression BBC-B and Spectrum-48K (8 tapes) . 100.00 
19.95 ZX-81 (7 tapes without Datafile) ..70.00 

Saga Software House 
Scientific and Business Packages for 

BBC-Model B, Spectrum-48K, ZX-81(16K) 

133A High Street, Acton 
LONDON W3 6LY 

LOOKING FOR SPARE 
TIME EARNINGS? 

Then why not sell software to your 
friends and workmakes. 

There are probably hundreds of 
micro users in your area looking for 
software who are wary of mail order 
and cannot find a local dealer. You 

can become that local dealer. 
We are looking for agents in all areas 
to sell software for the Spectrum, 
2X81, VIC-20, CBM 64, BBC, Dragon, 
Atari, Oric 1 and Lynx. All the latest 
titles in stock. Write now for full 
details or telephone if you prefer. 
Joysticks, joystick interfaces and 

Spectrum sound boosters along with 
CBM 64, Spectrum and Lynx 48K 

Computers also available. 
If you are interested in becoming a 

Bytewell agent in time for the 
predicted boom in sales this Xmas 

then write or telephone now. 

BYTEWELL, 203, COURT ROAD, 
BARRY, S. GLAMORGAN, CF6 7EW 
Telephone (0446) 742491 

Advertising The ‘Standards Authority." 
Han advertisement is wrong, we're here to put it right. 

ASA Lid. Brook House. Tomngton Place, London WCIE 7HN. 
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LETTERS 

First-aid for 
Tilowners 

‘As a TI owner, Mr. Bates 
(HCW 29) has my deepest 
sympathies. lexperienced the 
same problems in my area 
‘when I first bought my TI. 

Luckily, I discovered 
Galaxy Video in Maidstone, 
Who are the main stockists of 
nearly all the books publish- 

“ed on the TI, 
They also stock a wide 

selection of software both 
from Texas and independent 
sources, They have an 
owner's club, which pro- 
duces a quarterly journal, 
and youean join foramodest 
fee. 

They also produce a small 
mail order catalogue, and 
you can buy the ‘99er 
‘magazine through them. 

Secondly I joined the In- 
ternational Users Group, 
which is based in Bethany 
‘Oklahoma. They produce an 
‘extensive list of programs 
written by TI owners all over 
the world, 

The only problem is, you 
could find yourself having to 

iy. Alternatively, you can 
buy listings for seif entry. 

Mr Bates might also con- 
sider contacting Stainless 
Software, who are in his 
area. They produce a 
reasonable amount of TI 
software on tape. 

Tothe industry asa whole, 
J would say it’s high time you 
100k the TI-99/4A seriously, 
Itis far superior to the Spec: 
trum and Dragon, and I'm 
sure that when the new TI- 
99/44 hits the shops, it will 
leave the British machines. 
standing! 
J.G, Manley, Rochester, 
Keni 

We have noticed recently, in 
several of the computer 
magazines, letters claiming 
that there isa shortage of user 
‘groups for Sinclair users. Ap- 
parently these users are not 
aware of our own group 
which has members around 
the world. 

ISUG was formed as a 
result of the demise of the 
former, well respected Na- 
tional ZX User Group. 
We would like 10 dispel 

this nasty rumour that 
Sinclair users are without 
representation. All that is 
needed is a letter (0 us at the 
above address — a stamp for 
the reply would be_ap- 
preciated, (not an S.A.E) — 
this will bring full details plus 
an application form. 

Send your letter to Letters 
Home Computing Weekly, is 
Charing Cross Road, London 

WC2H OEE. Don't forget to name 
your computer — the best 
letter could win £5-worth of 
software. Queries cannot be 

answered on this page 

We welcome applications 
from both seasoned veterans 
and newcomers alike, so let's 
hear no more nasty talk 
about non-representation. 

‘One major attraction for 
‘our members is a guaranteed 
209% saving on a list of some 
200 or so commercial pro- 
grams. 
P. Paton and V. Webber, 
ISUG, 176 Todmorden 
Road, Burnley, Lancs BBI1 
3EU 

Mineswee; 
by joystic’ 

Here's an easy way toconvert 
the controls for the VIC-20 
Mine Sweeper game in HCW 
25 to joystick control. 

Remove lines 25 and 30, 
and replace them with the 
following: 

PEEK(PB):POKE 
RB,255 

24 IF (A AND 4)=0 
THEN D=D-1 

25 IF(A AND 8)=0 
THEN D=D+1 

Grant Bennett, Brighton, 
East Sussex 

ima 
satisfied 

Oric 
customer 

As a regular reader of your 
‘magazine since its inception, 
have noticed a lot of letters 
throwing brickbats at micro 
manufacturers. And as an 
Oric owner, the letter from 
Keith Olle (HCW 25) 
caught my attention par- 
ticularly. 

May I suggest Mr Ollett’s 
approach to Orie may be at 
fault? 

T received my first Oric in 
March. The machine suf- 
fered from the well-known 
early Oric problems (wobbly 
picture with sound, poor col- 
ours etc). 

I received a replacement 
‘machine after only one letter 
to Oric — and not only a 
machine, but free software 
and a copy of Oric Owner, to 

compensate for the inconve- 
rience. 

Unfortunately, after a 
time the replacement too 
developed a fault. On ringing 
Oric at Ascot, explaining the 
problem, I was promised a 
replacement. The new 
‘machine arrived three work- 

ig days later, again with a 
little extra’ by way of com- 
“pensation 

Thave always been treated 
courteously and promptly by 
the staff at Oric, and would 
like through your columns to 
thank Oric and particularly 
Miss Nicola Hughes for an 
‘excellent service. 
Ma Emery, Rugby, War- 

‘Chip on the 
shoulder? 

I decided to write to you after 
reading about the new ULA 
chip Sinclair has put into the 
ae 3 Spectrums (HCW | 
DS ae 

Town a series 2 Spectrum 
and a Grundig TV, and you 
‘can guess what my problem is 
— yes, you've got it, they're 
incon patible, a4. | 

This is something that was 
rarely Pointed out of poten- 
ul | purchasers. The only way 

wn get a colour screen 
Seay for my Spectrum is to 
go out and buy anew TV, 

Tthink it would be fairer of 
Sinclair to offer ei 2 
ow with this problem a 
new colour chip — I myself 

“would even be prepared to 
pay a token amount, 

Surely this problem could 
have been put right following 
the launch of Series 2, After 
all, were this the car industry, 
there would be a recall with | 
ho charge to the customer. 

| Mind you, by Sinclair's 
| delivery standards, that 

would take forever. 
I'm unemployed, and can- 

not afford t0 go out and buy 
extra TVs ata cost of at least 
£110 each. To me, it seems 
like another case of take the 
money and run, and | would 
certainly like to nominate 
Sinclair for a computer cow 
patt 
Jim Wood, Kings Heath, 
Birmingham 

a 
Beat: that! 

OK. you guys! So you think | 
you're good! I challenge you 
to beat, my friend David 
Willmer’s score of 169,990 

Interceptor Micro’s | 
| FROGGER. 

minutes using 
my Commodore 64, Is David 
the World Champion? 
Julian Courtland-Smith, 
Hastings, East Sussex. 
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NEW HOME COMPUTER CABINET 

SPECIAL SHOW OFFER_~_ £79.95 
incl, VAT & Delivery 

es Especially designed for your home computer system, 
whilst also accommodating your video recorder. 
Our cabinet has been custom designed after intensive 
consultation with P.C. users to provide maximum 
comfort and convenience during those long hours spent 
slaving over a hot micro. 
The cabinet includes many features not previously 
available, and as well as combining the very best 
aspects of modem furniture design, it provides an 
ergonomic and practical layout for all the major com- 
ponents of your system. 

In fact, we.are proud to claim that your cabinet will look 
perfectly at home in your lounge, dining room, or even 
bedroom. 

3244" height, 36” width, 16%," depth. 

JUST CHECK THESE STANDARD FEATURES 

‘Smooth sliding shelf locks in position ust where you require it —and 
neally glides away after use 
The computer shelt has been designed to allow adequate ‘Knee 
room’ for you to sit comfortably, and will avoid ‘programmers back- 
ache’ 
Adequate room to position tape recorder, printer, disc-drives, etc, 
alongside computer for ease of use. 
All cables neatly and safely out of sight, while allowing all units tobe 
permanently connected if desired. 
Lots of storage space for cassettes, cartridges, books, listing paper 
joysticks, etc, 
With shelves and doors closed, instantly becomes an elegant piece 
of furniture. 
‘The lower shelf accommodates all makes of video recorders 
currently available. 
‘Smart teak effect finish 

9 Supplied as a flat-pack. Very simple to assemble, using just a 
‘screwdriver. Full instructions supplied. 

TERMS OF OFFER Uk Mainland Customers only. Please allow up to 28 days for delivery. Cash with order or to one of the credit card 
accounts specified, Money back guarantee if not satisfied provided the goods are returned undamaged within 72 hrs of the customer taking receip\ 

ORDER FORM 

Please send me one of your new Home Computer Cabinets as advertised. 1 enclose my cheque for £79.95 or please debit my 

Access/Barclaycard No .. .-.. Name (Block letters) . .. .. Signed ..... 

Address 

MARCOL CABINETS, 8 Bugle Street, Southampton SO1 OAJ. Tel: (0703) 38455 

Fo Oe ET EEE | 
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Top Ten programs for the Dragon 

Microdeal (2) 
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Microdeal (—) 
Microdeal (3) 
Microdeal (4) 
Wintersoft (6) 
Salamander (5) 
Salamander (—) 
Microdeal (9) 
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Frogger 
The King 
Shuttle 
Android Attack 

Space War 
Ring of Darkness 
Nightflight 
Gridrunner 
Morocco Grand Prix 

10 Dragon Trek 
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Top Ten progra
ms for the VIC-20 
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Bug Byte (10) 
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Imagine 

cee ey 
Commodore (6) 

aaa aie 
Imagine (9) 

ames 
Bug Byte (-) 

st 

Arcadia 
Gridrunner 

s 
by Boots. Figures in brackets are last week 

positions 

Zap ‘em up 
while you 

learn typing 
One of the best programs available that can be used to teach you 
how to type is called Typing Tutor, by Microsoft. When I got 
my Apple, I used it to teach myself typing — I could never be 
bothered with a conventional typewriter — and within a month 
or so reached 40 words per minute with high accuracy. 

The nice thing about Typing Tutor is that it is customized 
for the particular machine on which the program runs. Unfor- 
‘tunately, this program is not available for most of the low cost 
‘micros currently on the market. 

‘Now there is such a program. It is called Master Type, and 
is marketed by Lightning Software, of Palo Alto, California, 
Contrasted with Typing Tutor, which is basically’ a series of| 
drills, Master Type is as much a'video game as itis a learning ex- 
ercise. It comes in the guise of a space trek/asteroids game. The 
program is very simple (0 use. 

You must hit the correct keys to move your space craft, 
avoid its being hit, and to shoot at the asteroids. During the 
‘game, words and messages flash on the screen to help you learn 
the keyboard and improve your typing skills, ‘ 

Although I suppose it could be used in the office as a ten- 
sion reliever and skill improvement aid, its designers clearly 
‘meant kids to be the primary marketing target. The author is an 
ex-teacher who remembered how hard it was to get kids to pay 
attention in order to learn, In this tutorial, such attention get- 
ting is built-in, 

Even though the first version was written for the Apple, the 
program is now available for the Atari 800 series, the IBM PC, 
and will soon be available in a version for the VIC-20 to be 
distributed through Broderbund Software, of San Rafael, 
California. 

The program starts out in a conventional manner, teaching 
the “home” row keys, first for the left hand then the right. 
‘Once the student is highly successful, the game becomes more 
complex. Included in the program is a 50,000-word dictionary 
which allows the program to demonstrate and reinforce spelling 
concepts (e.g. the i before e rule). Overall though, the 
tutorial/game has one fundamental principle: hit the correct 
keys or lose the game. 

When the typist becomes a master of the keyboard, the pro- 
‘gram begins to teach elements of programming in BASIC. The 
‘author of the program felt that since BASIC requires much 
‘more effort and concentration than ‘‘just”” learning how to 
type, this was best left till last. Thus the program follows a very 
sound principle of education: proceeding from the simple to the 
complex. 

Does it work? Apparently it does. Parents of children as 
‘young as five have written the company unsolicited testimonials 
reporting that their children have used the program successfully, 
even though the firm feels that a more typical starting age is like- 
ly to be seven or eight. The screen displays and documentation 
are designed so that parents need only spend a few minutes with 
their children to get them going. 

The price has not been announced for the VIC-20 version. 
However, you should be able to find out through any firm that 
sells the Broderbund line. 1 am sure it will be well worth it. 

Joint ventures in home computing software are becoming another 
‘significant factor in the marketplace. y 

For example, Texas Instruments and Imagic have agreed on a 
Jong term cooperative plan to develop educational and entertain- 
‘ment software for the TI-99/4A. This should result in at least seven 
new products the first year, including the popular Demon Attack, 
Microsurgeon, Fathom, and Flap! A'l these games will use voice 
‘synthesis, developed by TI. 
That's it for this week. See you next time. 
Bud Izen Fairfield, California 
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SAL EE Sa RESET SS 
SPECIAL REVIEW 

With the launch of the latest 
Sinclair product, home video 
entertainment has turned a full 
circle. It started with the video 
‘games machine which threatened 
fo turn many homes into games 
arcades. 

Next came the home com- 
puter. Although mainly used for 
playing games, they could be 
Justified as being educational, 
and haying some ‘serious’ uses 
‘such as home finance control and 
keeping records. 

But now you can buy the ZX 
Interface 2 which will turn your 
Spectrum computer into — a 
video games machine! 

This interface provides your 
Spectrum with two extra 
facilities; a port for plug-in ROM 
cartridges, and sockets for two 
joysticks. 

Joysticks are not included in 

interface 2 
what price 
instant 
loading? 

David Nowotnik tried out the 
latest tars fo the Sinclair 

Close up of the Interface 2— that edge connector might cause trou- 
ble in the long run 

the £19.95 price tag of the inter- 
face, so you will need to get two 
Joysticks with the standard 9 pin 
D-plug (c.g. Atari) to complete 
the system. 

The Interface 2 makes a most 
unattractive addition to your 
Spectrum. When the odd-shaped 
box is plugged into the user port 
of the Spectrum, or the expan- 
sion port of the ZX Interface 1. it 
protrudes from one side of the 
back of the computer spoiling the 
otherwise sleek lines of the Spec- 
trum. 

On top of the interface are the 
two D-sockets for your joysticks, 
and a hinged flap which hides the 
ROM cartridge port. 

‘At the back of the interface is 
an edge connector to which only 
the ZX printer may beconnected. 
Alll other peripheral devices must 
be connected between the Spec- 
trum and the ZX Interface 2. 
While joysticks should need no 

introduction to most games 
players, plug-in ROMs may be 
unfamiliar to. many Spectrum 
‘owners. The idea is to allow pro- 

‘grams to be “instantly” loaded in- 
to your computer. 

All you have to do is plug the 
ROM cartridge containing the 
Program into the socket at the top 
of the interface. This must be 
done with the power to the Spec- 
trum disconnected otherwise the 
computer may be damaged. Once 
the Spectrum is powered-up, the 
program starts immediately. 

There is one further advantage 
to 16K Spectrum owners, Using 
the interface, programs which 
were 48K only in the cassette ver- 
sion will run on the 16K Spectrum 
as the cartridge version, 
One thing is apparent when the 

ZX Interface 2is plugged into the 
back of the Spectrum; it suffers 
from the infamous ‘Sinclair wob- 
ble’ that afflicts the ZX81 plus 
RAMpack. 

Unlike the ZX Interface 1, In- 
terface 2 is not locked into posi- 
tion. The edge connector at the 
back of the Spectrum is the only 
thing keeping it in place, sothein- 
{terface will wobble if knocked, or 
the Spectrum is moved. 
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In the interests of good review- 
ing, [lifted and gently shook the 
computer and interface while a 
program was in operation. There 
was no crash, and the program 
and joysticks continued to work: 

However, I remember conduc- 
ting a similar test on my ZX81 
and RAMpack (which are con- 
nected in a similar way), When 
new, it also passed that test, but 
after afew months of use [had no 
end of troubles with ‘white-outs? 
{a system crash resulting from an 
intermittent break in the connec- 
tion between the computer and 
peripheral). Will the ZX Interface 2 suffer 
from the same fate? Of course, 
time will tell, but the Spectrum 
edge connector is not much im- 
proved over that of the ZX81, so 
itmight wear in the same way. 

Sinclair Research is launching 
10 plug-in games ROMs with the 
ZX Interface 2. These will cost 
£14.95 each; compare that with 
the £5-£8 price of the same games 

on cassette and you'll realise that 
instant loading will be expensive. 

Sinclair promises to expand the 
range quite quickly, with applica- 
tion programs (e.g. word process- 
ing) also joining the range. 

One exciting prospect for 
micro enthusiasts is the introduc- 
tion of alternative programming 
Janguages on plug-in cartridges. 1 
understarid that PASCAL and 
Forth may be available soon. 

The ROM cartridges, in com- 
mon with most Sinclair products, 
are quite small. They measure 2in 
by I in by % in by % in and are 
black in colour. There is a red 
flexible band which protects the 
cartridge edge connector, and 
looks like the skirt of a hover- 
craft! 
Plugging in the cartridge can be 

quite tricky. Even after some 
practice 1 found it still took 
several tries to get the cartridge 
edge connector in the right place 
over the socket. 

However, once in place, the 
program worked perfectly every 
time, 

The instructions are clear and 
concise, ensuring that the inter- 
face is easy to mstall and use. Ad- 
vice is given to programmers who. 
wish to incorporate routines for 
joysticks into their own pro- 
grams. 

While many games players will 
want this interface for its 
joystick facility, lexpect the price 
‘of the ROMs, up to three times 
the cost of the same program on 
cassette, will deter many Spec- 
trum owners. The prospective 
purchaser should also consider 
the likely reliability of the inter- 
face — never a strong point of 
brand new Sinclair products. 

The Interface 2 plugged into the Interface 1. Nice sockets, shame 
about the shape 
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SPECTRUM SOFTWARE REVIEWS 
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such as stock details, invoicing 
information, mailing lists and so 

Usually in such cases the 
records will have to be sorted to 
meet the needs of the user. Sor 
ting by. conventional BASIC 
methods is very stow, and this is, 
Where Allsort comes to the aid of 
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|| FJ 
Lineage: 
35p per word 

Semi display: £6.00 per single column centimetre 
Ring for information on series bookings/discounts. 

All advertisements in this section must be prepaid. 
Advertisements are accepted subject to the terms and 
conditions printed on the advertisement rate card (available on request), 

RECRUITMENT 
& COURSES 

is igh Rone PUTER WORKSHOP. 

To Hire a Computer from ZX81 
upwards, ring or write to: Business 
and Computer 292 
Caledonian Rd., Tel: 
01-607 0157, 
Orie Software Library. Two weeks 
hire £1, Annual Membership £5 
Stamp for list. Les Wilson, 
Penallick, Tintagel, Cornwall. 

Services, 
NI IAB. 

ALL YOUR CASSETTE 
NEEDS 

Blank cassettes C15 with case, 40p 
ih. 

Labels in Blue, White or Yellow, 20 
}6p. Inlay cards in Blue, Red or 

Yellow 30 for Op. Library cases, 9p 
Postage on each complete order $Sp. 
Stonehorn Lid, (HCW), $9 Mayfield 
Way, Barwell, Leicester LE9 SBL 

TI-99/4A Software on cassette for 
only £3.00, send SAE: 10 Potterill 
Lane, Sutton, Hull HU7 4TF 
T1-99/4A cartridges; personal 
records, plus Invaders, joysticks 

£1SS 0.0.0. (cost 
Downland $3157 

software books 
£300 +). Tel 
(Croydon area), 

SOFTWARE 
GAMES 

MYSTERIOUS ADVENTURES] 
For the BBC Micro and 48K 
Spectrum (Spectrum version 

with high res graphics) 
choose from the following titles 

1. The Gold Baton 
2. Time Machine 
3. Arrow of Death (Part 1) 
4. Arrow of Death (Part 2) 
5. Escape from Pulsar 7 
6. Circus 
7: Feasibility Experiment 
8, The Wizard Akyrz 
9, Perseus and Andromeda 

10; Ten Little Indians 

Digital Fantasia 
24 Norbreck Road, Norbreck 

yol, Lancashire 

Trade Equiries welcome 

Blackjack and Brag. Full graphic 
card games for 16/48K Spectrum 
Send £2.95 to: _Aperks, $ Stavely 
Walk, Royton, Oldham OL2 6YJ 

DO YOU OFFER A 
SERVICE PEOPLE IN 

COMPUTING 
REQUIRE? IF SO WHY 

NOT TELL THEM 
ABOUT IT 

RING 01-437 1002 
EXT 282 TO APPEAR 

IN THE SERVICES 
SECTION. 

ZX81 16K Memotech keyboard, two 
books, joystick, 18 tapes, including 
graphics toolkit, black crystal, £95 
0.n.0. Tel: 01-301 0422. 

famous makes, 
Monster Maze, Vutile Assembler etc, 
also Sound & Hi-Res Packs, £55 the 
lot or will split. Write to Mr Chat 
field, 32 The Cockpit, Marden, Kent 
Tandy model 100, portable com- 
puter, £400, Phone: 0455 611479. 
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LANTERN SOFTWARE 
99/4A 
weade games and 

Troll King and Daddie’s 
|. S.A-E. for details 

Hatfenden Road, Tenter 
TNW 60D. 

Avalon Computing 
A. comprehensive range of software 
titles Spectrum 16K/48K, Vie 20, 

Dragon, Oric, Commodore 64, BBC, 
i ‘Aiari 400/800 
AH Didduens (Spectrum) 

Mine (Dragon ¥2) 
Franti (Vie30) AD Terror Dacyl Spectrum) Attack of Mutant Camels (Com 64) Space Pirates 
Gre VAT) plas 
pve prices. Send a Ta Fegue pp S0p per onder o 
‘Avalon Computing, 14 Cliff Rd, 

Hornsea, N. Humberside HUIS ILL. 
Tel: 04012 2791 

TI-99/4A Rally Driver high speed cir 
cuits, only £2.40. E, Cade, 31 
Maltings Garth, Thurston, Suffolk 
1P31 3PP. 
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01-437 1002 
EXT 282. 
Send your req 
Debra Stupple 

ements to: 

ASP LTD. 

SPECTRUM 
PROGRAMS 

Gnasher £4.95, Arcadian 
£4.95, Escape £4.95, 
Backgammon £5.95 

All 16K and many more 
Crossed cheques/PO’s to 
VYAJYS HK or SAE. For 
full list to VYAJYS HK, 11 
Margaret Avenue, St. Austell, 

Cornwall 

WHO IS THIS 
CAPTAIN 
PHOENIX? 

DISCOUNT SOFTWARE. 
SPECTRUM, ZX81, 

DISCOUNTS UP TO 25% 

TEXAS/COMMODOR’ 
Starfighter joystick, £13.95 

Texas adaptor, £9.95, 99 Va 
(Basic), Laser Basic), 

Galaxions (64), Starquest 
(VIC-20), £7.95 each, 

Extensive list available send SAE 
for details and state model. 
To: Loade Enterprises, ¢/0 
Ensemble, 35 Upper Bar, 

Newport, Shropshire (HCW) 
TS10 7EH. 

Tel: 0952 813667 

Hi-Res Bandit, with Nud 
and_ seperate 

Hold 
mble screen. For 

Dragon, £4. Payable to S.A.S. Soft 
20 Admiralty Road, 

Mablethorpe, Lines 
TI-99/4A Haunted Mine. Can you 
escape from earth quakes, floods and 
ghosts? Full colour graphics and 
sound, multi-level play, only £4 
Rigby, 13 Wordsworth Close, Orm 
skirk, Lanes. 

TI-99/4A Kong A.T 
Cheque/POs to: A.T. Software, 1 
VAlley Road, Hattersley, Hyde, 
Cheshire SK19 3PP. Use joystick or 
keys. 

Software, £4, 

145 Charing Cross Road, 
London WC2H 0EE 

Second hand Atari software at low 
prices, also your games bought. SAE 
A. Horton, $ Ullswater Road, 
Dewsbury, W. Yorks WFI2 7PS. 

ORIC SOFT 
Orit DE ACTION 

“TOADY 
NOCONDA’ 

eye to survive! 
EFENDER Defend the Universe from alien attack? 

FAMILY GAMES MASTERMYNDE: ‘CLICK.and many more SAE fo fll ist 
All tapes £4.98 enc PO/Cheques should be 
Headtield Techiology, Lock Street, 

Savile Town, Dewsbury, West 
Yorkshire. 

HARDWARE 
Home and Business micro 
computers bought and sold. Apple 
equipment always required. Tel 
0344 84423. 

Ane 
Kamikazi amp 

BUY OR SELL 
HARDWARE 

THROUGH H.C.W, 
H.WARE SECTION. IF 
YOU'VE ALREADY 
BOUGHT WHY NOT 

ADD-ON? MAKE SURE 
YOU APPEAR IN THE 

RIGHT SECTION 
RING 01-437 1002 

EXT 282 

SOFTWARE 
APPLICA’ 

SPECTRUM KOPYKAT 
IMPROVED PERFORMANCE 

‘Simply the best. Copying any program 
is now as easy as LOADIng and 

SAVEing your own programs. Any 
ZX Spectrum prograrn can be backed: 
‘up onto a fresh tape. Even programs 

that cannot be stopped can now be 
copied. 100 per cent machine code. 
Prints file names. Copies headerless 

files. SPECTRUM KOPYKAT uses no 
rogram area so full ize programs 

cover 41.7 (9K for 16K machines) can 
be copied. PLUS FREE Header 

Reader program. 
Despatched by first class return of 

past. 
Send cheque/PO for £4.95 to: 

MEDSOFT 
61 Arden Road, Doncaster, 

South Yorks DN2 SER. 
IT. CAN EVEN COPY ITSELF 

Sharp MZ80A owners, operating 
system, so most MZ80K programs 
run, e.g. list on Zen works, cassette 
£6.50. T. Grist, 51 Kings Avenue, 
Eastbourne, East Sussex. 



BBC MODEL B 
| program of Inflation, 

Compound Interest, Loan 
Repayments, £7.50 + 30p. p+p Schools program of beginners 

Mental Arithmet 
{5+ S0p.p+p 
Cheques to: 

1. Shere, 16 Longmeadow, Bristol 
BS16 IDY. Tel: (0272) 655512. 

SOFT OPTION 
Exchange your Unwanted Software 

(Cassettes oF cartridges, all types, any 
make or model (no copies or amateur 
tapes please). Tapes for same machine| 
ONLY SUPPLIED, send tapes and 

SAE + £1 per tape to: 
Softoption, “Rehoboth”. Cottam 

Lane, Langtoft, Driffield ¥O25 0BU. 

SOFTWARE 
EDUCATIONAL 

CHEMISTRY EXAMS? 
NO PROBLEM WITH ALCHEMY 

‘SOFTWARE 
6 Programs covering. 

FORMULAE and CALCULATIONS| 
for O/CSE each with extensive notes 

for ZX81 and SPECTRUM 
Send SAE for details 10 
ALCHEMY, 78 

TWEENDYKES ROAD, HULL 

Brita 1199/44 independan 
group, newsletters, TI-module ex 
changes membership £5 p.a. sae TL 
users, 40 Barrhill, Parcham, BNI 
SUE 

Stop Press: Computer Swapshop 
now available 10 TI-99/4A. users! 
Details from: M.A. Paris 
(Swapshop), 38 Wooburn Manor 
Park, Wooburn Green, High 
Wycombe, Bucks HP10 0ET 

NEW MICROS FOR OLD 
NATIONAL COMPUTER 

REGISTER 

Link, 150 etinal Road, St. George Bhs 

RECRUITING? 
SELLING A PRODUCT? 

OR A SERVICE? 
GET MAXIMUM BENEFIT FOR YOUR MONEY 

FIND OUT ABOUT OUR WHOLE RANGE OF PUBLICATIONS IN: 

COMPUTING ELECTRONICS 
VIDEO RADIO 

‘Simply telephone 

ASP CLASSIFIED 
01-437 1002 

(We take Access and Barclaycard) 

SELL YOUR 
PROGRAMS QUICKLY 

AND EASILY 
RING 01-437 1002 

EXT 282 

NATIONWIDE SHOPS & DEALERS 

BBC & 
SPECTRUM TEXAS 

software/hardare/ books alway in "aos ESTUARY SOFTWARE PRODUCTS 261, Victoria Avenue, SOUTHEND, Te 02 43868, 

THE GAMES SHOP AND 
COMPUTER SOFTWARE 

CENTRE TEL NO. 0224-643740] 
Place, Aberdeen ABI XH Spectrum, Dragon, VIC-2 vodore 64 software. Extensive 

SOFT MACHINE 

AA large selection of the very best 
software, books and some 

accessories available for 2X81 
Spectrum, BBC, Dragon, VIC-30 

and Commodore 68 microcomputers 
at 

tion Crescent, Westcombe 
Park, London SES, 

Tel: 01-305 0521, of send SAE for 
free catalogue (state which 

computer). 

SHEENSOFT 
Top Name Software at Rock\ 

Bottom Prices. 
All Imagine Tapes at £4.75 

Manic Miner at £4.95 
Send cash with order or SAE 

For full list 
All callers welcome at 1, The 
Parade, Lower Richmond 
Road, Richmond, Surrey 

Tel: 878 0530. 

FOR BBC, SPECTRUM & 
ALL LEADING MICRO’S 
STAFFORD: 59 FOREGATE ST 

TEL: 0785 41899 
‘STOKE-ON-TRENT: 

MARKET SQUARE ARCADE 
TEL: 0782 268620 

Commodore 64 only £199.95 

Vidéo GALARY 
NO. 1 FOR HOME COMPUTERS AND SOFTWARE 

Dragon only £168.95 and accessories 
vic-20 only £133.95 available forall 
Spectrum only £98.95 popular home computers 
Spectrum 48K £127.98 including BBC 

VIDEO GALAXY 
293 CHISWICK HIGH ROAD 

LONDON W4 
TEL: 01-994 4947 

100s of games, books 

TO BE INCLUDED 
IN THIS SECTION 

RING 01-437 1002 OR FILL 
IN THE COUPON BELOW 

LA 

ROCHESTER SOFTWARE 
& COMPUTER CENTRE 

Open 9.30am-5.30pm 
Monday to Saturday 

Ve day Thursday 
All makes of computers, books 

and software 
Access/Barclay Card welcome a 
38, Delce Road, Rochester, Kent 

LANCASHIRE 
MIGROS 
BIC, Sinclair, ¢ ‘tym personal computers 

SL QUEEN STREET, MORECAMBE TANCS, Te (03244118) AUSOOPENSUNDAYS 
RWIC 

CARYVELLS OF 
RUGBY LTD 

3/7 BANK ST. RUGBY 
TEL: 0788 65275/6 

TEXAS TI99/4A now oni 
unbeatable Texas offer. 

ACORN ELECTRON coming in stock 
at £199, place your order Now. 

We also stock BBC B, Oric, CBM 64, 
im + software Books. Phone of 

IRE 

PENNINE COMPUTER 
CENTRE 

Large selection of the best 
software. Special introductory 

offer 10% discount. SAE for free 
catalogue, stating micro, at 

36, Willow Street, Accrington, 
\cashire or Tel: 0254 390424, 

9.95 + 

Please include my business details in the next available 
issue of Home Computing Weekly 

Business Name 

\ 
| 
| 
| 
I 

Address: | 

i) 
i 
I 
I 
! 
I 

Contact (Ofc 

Post To: H.C.W. 
(Shops & Dealers), 

| 145 Charing Cross Rd. 
| London WC2H OEE. 
SSS 
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENT 

— ORDER FORM 

Advertise nationally for only 35p per word 
(minimum charge 15 words). 
Simply print your message in the coupon and 
send with your cheque or postal order made 
payable to Argus Specialist Publications Ltd to: 

CLASSIFIED DEPT., HOME COMPUTING WEEKLY, 
145 Charing Cross Rd., London WC2H OEE 
Tel: 01-437 1002 
Name 

Please place my advert in Home Computing Weekly for 
Please indicate number of insertions required. 

A. S. N. COMPUTER 
SERVICES LIMITED T H E 

ANNOUNCE 
Top USA Software at Discount Prices M E G A 

At least 20% Discount from Top Selling US 
Software RI N 

Just Look at These: 

RRP A.S.N. ° Q 
Zakkon — Datasoft — Atari 33.00 25.00 1S comin 
Jumpman — Epyx — Atari CB64 33.00 25.00 eecee 
Miner 2049ER — Big Five — Atari 41.70 30.00 
Temple of Apshai — Epyx — Atari 
B64, [BM 33.00 25.00 

Zork | to Ill — Infocom — Atari, 
B64, IBM 33.00 25.00 (each) 

TI-99/4A SOFTWARE 
PILOT £5.95 
A great new flight simulation game for the unexpanded T199/4A. 
Graphics display of landing strip and terrain map, plus updated in All Prices include VAT and Post & Packing is Free (UK 

mainland only). This is just a selection. We have over strument panel. Options for take-off, landing or in flight. Full instruc 
$00 Games/Utilities/Educational and Business _pro- tions included. Graphics and sound, 
grammes to choose from. To obtain up to the minute in- TITREK £5.95 

fo on any programme, telephone our Hot Line — 07842 Defeat the Klington invasion fleet. Features include $ skill levels, 
$7599, graphics quadrant display, galaxy map, phasors, photon torpedoes, 

(Export Orders Welcome) daive Eighi by eg galery Pal astroctionelncladed Graphics avd 
sound. 

Send all orders with cheque P/O ete to Send cheque or P.O. or telephone with Acess/Visa for 
immediate despatch. Please add S0p p&p to orders under £7. 

Orders over £7 post free, 
A.S.N. COMPUTER SERVICES LTD, APEX SOFTWARE 

Dept. H.C.W., 89 Station Crescent, Swiss Cottage, Hastings Road, a St. Leonards-on-Sea, TN38 8EA Ashford, Middx. ‘Tel: Hastings (0824) $1175 
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‘NOW WIN THE POOLS’ 
THIS IS MEANT FOR YOU — ESPECIALLY IF YOU USE A SINCLAIR ZX81 or SINCLAIR SPECTRUM COMPUTER, or even ANY COMPUTER. 

HAVE YOU EVER HAD THAT DREAM OR EVER WISHED THAT YOU HAD “WON ON THE POOLS” — 
AT LAST YOU CAN TURN IT INTO REALITY. 

THERE IS A SECRET OF “HOW TO WIN ON THE FOOTBALL POOLS” — IT CAN BE DONE. I DISCOVERED THE SECRET ALONG TIME AGO — NOW, FOR THE FIRST TIME I’M PREPARED TO SHARE IT WITH YOU. 
HOW DOES THIS INTEREST YOU — I HAVE DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE BY WAY OF POOLS WINNINGS DIVIDEND SLIPS/ CANCELLED CHEQUES, etc, SHOWING MY PRESENT WINS ON THE POOLS AS FOLLOWS:— 

First Dividends Second Dividends Third Dividends Fourth Dividends Fifth Dividends 165 1,818 2,942 1,952 
Sixth Dividends 

631 93 
AGRAND TOTAL OF 8,201 (EIGHT THOUSAND, TWO HUNDRED AND ONE DIVIDENDS — so far), 

I HOLD THE UNCHALLENGED WORLD'S RECORD FOR POOLS WINS 

UCED PRICE OF! 
HOME COMPUTING WEEKLY FOR A 
LIMITED PERIOD ONLY, 
Do not let anyone tell you that i is impossible to 
“WIN ON THE POOLS” — since I perfected my 
method, I HAVE WON REGULARLY for over 
TWENTY-FIVE YEARS — proof that itis 20 
Mlashrin-the-pan’, 
have CHALLENGED THE WORLD with my 
record of wins and with all the evidence that I 
possess — NO ONE has ever been able to accept the 
Challenge — I KNOW NO ONE EVER WILL. 
MY SECRET IS NOW PLACED ONTO 
COMPUTER CASSETTE FOR YOU, 
‘THE METHOD IS THE GREATEST TREBLE 
CHANCE WINNER IN THE HISTORY OF 
FOOTBALL POOLS — IT WILL LAST 
FOREVER — BOTH FOR ENGLISH AND 
AUSTRALIAN FOOTBALL POOLS, WITH 
EQUAL SUCCESS. 
now intend to give a limited number of people the 
‘opportunity of making use of my method ~ perfected 
‘over 25 years and proving itself on EVERY ONE 
‘OF THOSE TWENTY-FIVE YEARS. 
You will have noted details of my personal 
achievements 10 far, as given to you above, 
A GRAND TOTAL of 8,201, yes 8,201 POOLS 
DIVIDENDS, including 765 FIRST DIVIDENDS. 
My Pools Winnings Dividend slips now number 10 
many, that they fil a very large suitcase and will stand as my evidence ofall claims in ANY COURT 
OF LAW IN THE WHOLE WORLD. 
‘Taking just the past 25 years into consideration, 1 
hhave won ON AVERAGE over 328, (THRE 
HUNDRED AND TWENTY-EIGHT) Pools 
Dividends EVERY YEAR — or — AN AVERAGE 
of over SIX DIVIDENDS EVERY WEEK for 
‘TWENTY—FIVE YEARS, 
‘You have my absolute Guarantee of the complete 
authenticity of every claim, cheque, document, letter, 
‘etc, contained herein, 

1 do have losing weeks, but ON AVERAGE 
‘innings show over SIX DIVIDENDS EVERY 
WEEK for the past 25 years. 
know that you are now utterly flabbergasted, i always happens to everyone with whom I come into 
‘contact. Please just sit back and imagine for 2 ‘moment my FIRST DIVIDEND wins alone ~ they 
ow number 765 (seven hundred and sixty-five) and 
‘will probably be even more by the time this 
advertisement appears in print 
1AM NUMBER ONE IN THE WORLD AND 
NO ONE DISPUTES IT. 
For as long as I continue to enter the Football Pools ry wins will continue. I have already suid, they 
apply, with equal success to both English and 
‘Australian Football Seasons. 
[intend to release a STRICTLY LIMITED 
NUMBER of copies of my cassette, either for 
Sinclair ZX81 of Sinclair Spectrum) — DO NOT. 
DELAY AND FIND YOU ARE TOO LATE, in 
which case I would have to refund your money. 
1am so confident of YOUR success that if do not 
win at east THREE FIRST TREBLE CHANCE 
DIVIDENDS in the first 20 weeks of entering, 1 will 
‘completely cancel the balance of the purchase price 
and you do not have to pay me another penny, at any 
time, no matter how vast your winnings. 
only wish that space would allow me to give you photographs of my winnings slips, cancelled cheques, 
‘tc, but it is of course impossible — they now 
number 8,201 dividends. I have however given JUST ‘A FEW EXTRACTS from ORIGINAL LETTERS. 
Told from my small Clientele. 
‘Lam the Inventor and Sole Proprietor of my method, 
Registered as EUREKA — (‘I have found it). Tam 
known as The Professor in Pools Circles — I'am of 
the Highest Rank in Forecasting ~ this is beyond 
dispute. I am marketing a limited number of 
‘Computer Cassetes, under my Registered Company — FOOTBALL ENTERPRISES, 
‘My initial charge for a copy was £75, but for this 
SPECIAL REDUCED PRICE OFFER I will send 
you a copy, (for ZX81 or Spectrum) for £20, (twenty pounds) ONLY, plus your Promise to pay me the 
balance of £55 ~ ONLY IF YOU WIN AT LEAST 
‘THREE FIRST TREBLE CHANCE DIVIDENDS 
IN YOUR FIRST 20 WEEKS OF ENTERING — otherwise you owe me NOTHING FURTHER, 

‘This is surely proof absolute of my supreme and 
utter confidence in my own abilities and in the ‘capabilites of my discovery. I could easily CHARGE. 
££2,000 per cassette on the evidence I possess, but 
‘that would not be fair to everyone, which is what 1 
‘want t0 do, 
‘My method is WORLD COPYWRIGHT, any infringement and immediate proceedings will be 
taken, without prior warning. Its truly ingenious 
and has stood the test of time. 
My cassette is simplicity itself to operate and you'll 
bbe given FULL DETAILS for weekly calculating, 
‘Your entry need not involve you in any large weekly stakes, you can enter for as litle as 25p, if you wish. 
1 charge NO COMMISSION on any of your wins — 
‘no matter how BIG they may be, 
| realised a Jong time ago, that it was n0 good sitting down and about winning the pools, s0 1 
‘burt the candle at both ends, working lime into the 
night, occasionally RIGHT THROUGH THE. NIGHT, I KNEW there was « way, eventually it all 
paid off and has been doing so ever since. 
1am unable to vary my offer to anyone, so please do 
‘ot request it as I shall very easly dispose of the 
‘cassettes I have prepared and am making available, 
IMMEDIATELY 1 perfected my method 1 
‘commenced winning right away, (fist with just a 
little £163, the first week I used i), I HAVE 
NEVER LOOKED BACK SINCE, amongst all those dividends was one for over EIGHT 
THOUSAND POUNDS for just one eighth of « 
penny stake, 
1 will release a copy on cassette to you, on receipt of 
the completed order form and your Signature 
thereon, confirming you will reat it in the 
STRICTEST CONFIDENCE between us and retain 
it for your OWN USE ONLY. 
PLEASE NOTE: 
Ifyou happen to be the proud owner of a Computer, other than a Sinclair ZX81 or Sinclair Spectrum, you can still purchase a copy of my method, for the 
Same price and program it YOURSELF on to, 
YOUR OWN COMPUTER. 

Don't tke my word for it, read what people write about me and my method:— 
1 zon om Zetters last weekend. It was not a big sum, but all the came it was a very mice surprive for me J.C, Lanes, 
1 appreciate the straightforward method you adopt, which it such a contrast to the rubbish of misrepresentation tohich isso common im the Betting World, by untcupulos ‘and selfopinionated charlatans CH, Devon 
Winnings cheque received today, sincere thank. DN, Devon 
1 congratulate you om your achievement RR, Wales 
{should lke to thank you for a mort exciting season and look fortard to hearing from ‘you again 1C., Hants 
1 roould like to acknowledge cheque and say how much I appreciate your integrity. 

JM, Scotland 
‘Many thanks for your system, it is all you say and more. J.C, Lancs 
‘Your tonderful system wom me £3,527. 1 intend to visit London soon and willbe able 10 ‘come and see you personally. (Overseas Client). P.M., Kampala. 
‘Many thanks for trying so hard 10 please us all, your brother should be thanked alo. ‘One of our daughters, WHOSE HUSBAND YOU HELPED ENORMOUSLY, ‘has just phoned, the four of them have jst spent a lovely holiday in Spain. 

KR, Isle of Man. 

1 sent in my FIRST entry last week and toon 2nd and Ord dividends, as yow will see Srom the enclosed certificate. One more and I would have collected over £406 for FIRST ‘dividend. Once I'ce som a fair amount I shal be staking from swinnings and at 2p per fing A FIRST DIVIDEND lot who his ul have Bn ovr £30” 
CA, Yorks 

1 am very interested indeed and enclose £20 herewith. I agree to pay you the balance of £55 ONLY if I win at least THREE FIRST TREBLE CHANCE DIVIDENDS in my first 20 weeks of entering — otherwise I owe you NOTHING FURTHER at any time — no matter how much money I win, My Signature below is my Undertaking to retain complete and absolute confidence about the method. 
Name... 

Sinclair ZX81 (16K) 
Sinclair Spectrum (48K) 
Any other Computer 
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Sonedtional } ‘ 

DEALERS: pais 
Ocean’s/Fast Selling/range 
is available from all/major } 
distributors, for further 4 a 
infofmation NUMBER 1 IN GAMES SOFTWARE 
phone 061-832 /7049 ee 

FOR THE 48K SPECTRUM 

pean SOFTWARE Ci oildl, Ue RALLI pela ke 

RESCUE, 

Dethils phone 061-832 9143 


